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Abstract 

The advancement of information technologies and the explosive growth of the internet has led to 

the proliferation of Health Information Systems (HISs) adoption in developing countries. HISs 

supports data managers in making informed decisions so that scarce available resources are 

effectively allocated and utilised. However, HIS implementations’ benefits have been notoriously 

difficult to realise, often leading to undesired outcomes or delays in achieving their intended 

objectives. Scholars and practitioners point to fragmentation of health information and lack of 

coordinated efforts among stakeholders as one of the key challenges facing HISs in developing 

countries. 

A notion that has recently attracted attention is that of information dashboards. Dashboards refer to 

the visual display of important information from one or multiple data sources needed to achieve 

organisational objectives that can be easily accessed and monitored at a glance. The implementation 

and use of information dashboards have emerged as novel Information and Communication 

Technologies (ICTs) reducing uncertainty during planning and decision making; influencing 

episodes of social interactions among diverse social worlds and mobilising resources from multi-

stakeholders in supporting the realisation of shared goals.  

With the above backdrop, this thesis is positioned within the Information Systems (IS) research 

tradition and attempts to develop an understanding of the nature of institutional work in designing, 

implementing and maintaining information dashboards in fragmented HIS settings. The study was 

carried out through two qualitative and interpretive action research studies in the East African 

Community and Indonesia. Both settings illustrate organisations’ efforts to adopt information 

dashboards in a landscape with semi-autonomous or autonomous sub-levels and ‘siloed’ health 

information systems working with minimal information sharing. The study spans from 2015 to 

2020, with multiple field visits allowing for iterative cycles of planning, acting and reflecting, 

combining theory and practice in a way that research is informed by practice and research informing 

practice synergistically.  

The study’s findings illustrate the emergence of shared ICT capabilities such as the use of 

information dashboards co-evolving with intentional actions by actors through four non-linear 

processes: undermining, standardisation, evolving and stabilisation. The study contributes 

theoretically by conceptualising the designing, implementing and maintaining of information 
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dashboards in a fragmented HIS setting as a process of institutional change. The study also 

conceptualises the use of information dashboards as a feasible approach for information integration 

within fragmented environments. Based on the theoretical understanding, the study suggests some 

practical implications for how information dashboards could play a central role in strengthening IS 

in fragmented environments such as areas with limited standards and agreement.  
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The Role of Local Bricoleurs in Sustaining

Changing ICT4D Solutions
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Abstract. This paper problematizes the way ICT4D projects are rarely

equipped to anticipate for the longitudinal and organic nature of ICT4D pro-

cesses. As such, it aims to explore how these ever-evolving processes may be

met with adaptive solutions that are responsive to their changing environments.

Our analysis concentrated on uncovering the change processes of a particularly

successful ICT4D implementation over time. Based on these findings, we

developed a process perspective of bricolage-driven change in ICT4D in which

bricolage practices move through 3 different stages we identify to be ‘oppor-

tunity based’, ‘locally owned’ and ‘locally driven’ in nature. These insights are

aimed at aiding researchers as well as practitioners in the ICT4D domain in the

implementation of long term ICT4D solutions.

Keywords: ICT4D � Bricolage � Sustainability � Change

1 Introduction

While the field of ICT4D has been occupied with making ICT solutions work in the

most challenging contexts for over two decades, it continues to grapple with making

ICTs sustainable in these environments [1]. Accordingly, the sustainability of ICT4D

solutions has been the subject of a significant amount of research and a whole spectrum

and combination of factors have emerged that explain either failure or success.

Success in ICT4D projects is generally associated with a situation in which

‘stakeholders attain their goals and do not experience significant undesirable outcome’

[2, p. 102]. As pointed out by Sanner and Sæbø [3], failure may be attributed to factors

such as lack of alignment of interests and responsibilities among stakeholders [4], the

often limited duration of donors’ financial support and technical bias of projects [5] and

a “pilot project” orientation [6, 7]. In addition, Kimaro and Nhampossa [4] perceive the

main challenge to be the (often lacking) development of local capacity to adapt to

changing technologies and needs.

While insightful, such accounts of success (and by extension its antonym, failure)

in studies are often problematic in understanding how to create sustainable solutions.

Due to the implication, success and failure can be measured in a series of (predefined)

factors in relation to the outcome [8]. In this regard, Nijhia and Merali [9] note that

initiatives may be judged prematurely as having failed (or succeeded) in the absence of

a longitudinal understanding of change processes which may be required for the ‘right’

confluence of conditions and pressures. Andreassen [8] has a similar perspective of the
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organic nature of ICT4D processes, arguing that, in some ways, any effects and

achievements that could be labelled failures or successes, are side-effects. In addition,

Walton and Heeks [10] advocate process approaches that avoid using ‘successes’ and

‘failures’ as single, cross-sectional, final judgements, but rather treat them as multiple,

contingent and passing in nature, and as a basis for learning. However, ICT4D projects

are rarely equipped to anticipate the longitudinal and organic nature of ICT4D pro-

cesses that was previously outlined. As noted by Meyer et al. [11], ICT4D projects tend

to be especially thin on describing methods of achieving ‘embeddedness’ and focusing

on the developing of local capacity to integrate ICT4D solutions into the environment

where it should reside [11].

This paper contributes to the previous knowledge gap by proposing how organic

processes may be met with organic solutions, both of which evolve and mature

alongside each other as time passes on and circumstances change. This way, side-

effects can nevertheless be nurtured, manipulated, grown and deflected, based on

adaptive, reflexive and interactive intervention. To achieve this, we expand on the role

of local developer teams as ‘bricoleurs’ (as coined by Ciborra [12]) in planning for

changing ICT4D projects. We propose the seeding of bricoleurs as part of ICT4D

projects in the form of stable agencies that nest in between ICT4D solutions and their

environment, upon which they act and react over time as solutions and environmental

factors change. We perceive these bricoleurs, while in some ways entangled with the

solution’s (potentially hostile) environment, to become essential points of reference for

development intervention.

Empirically, we draw on experiences of local developers in Tanzania, in the

development and implementation of a health information system called ‘District Health

Information System’ (DHIS). DHIS is developed as part of the Health Information

Systems Programme (HISP) under the coordination of the Department of Informatics at

the University of Oslo (UiO), and in collaboration with a vast global network of local

developer teams, consultants and development partners.

2 Related Literature

Planning for change processes is perhaps one of the most difficult challenges both

researchers and practitioners are faced with, in developing ICT solutions that are

sustainable and appropriate in the complex context of developing countries as part of

development strategies. While the ICT4D field would benefit from understanding

change processes in ICT4D [13], to require flexible and long-term endeavors in a

changing context [10], Andreassen reminds us that while any design may be an

interpretation of an intentional future, development is a ‘world in the making’ and that

anticipating outcomes for interventions as dynamic as those found under the ICT4D

label is ‘extremely difficult if not impossible’ [8, p. 251].

When we understand ICT4D projects to be side-effect-driven and ‘worlds-in-the-

making’ [5, 8], sustainability becomes a moving target. The previous image strokes

with a metaphor used by Star and Ruhleder [14, p. 112], compare scaling IS solutions

in general with ‘building a boat you’re on while designing the navigation system and

being in a highly competitive boat race with a constantly shifting finish line’. This
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would imply that we should not plan to install ICT4D solutions, but to breed and raise

living organisms: responsive constellations that can interact with changing resources,

capacity, infrastructure and politics, if we are to have any realistic expectations about

their maturing. Is this truly an impossible mission? Taking on the previous quest, this

study started with the following research question:

What design approaches may enable the long-term, organic and evolutionary development of

ICT4D projects?

The closest we have come to identifying an approach that attempts at ‘building the

boat while sailing’ is known as bricolage. Ciborra [12] introduced this concept in

response to his search for the development of ‘true’ information systems that avoid ‘easy

imitation’. With a focus on creating sustainable competitive advantage, Ciborra con-

ceptualized bricolage as a grassroot approach, in which IS emerged from the grassroots

of the organization. Ciborra’s preferred English translation of the French word ‘brico-

lage’ was ‘tinkering’, to contrast the importance of strategy and expert roles with the

importance of improvisation in dealing with challenging designs. This approach builds

on the perspective that limitation is a driving force behind success [15].

The same way ICT4D researchers question that success or failure can be measured

from setting goals in advance, Ciborra questioned the managerial habit of engaging in

purely cognitive processes of strategy formulation in planning the implementation of

IS. Instead, he argued that strategy formulation should follow the continuous acqui-

sition of knowledge in various forms. Especially in volatile environments, Ciborra

perceived effective solutions needed to be embedded in everyday practices which

formed the ‘petri dish for tinkering’ [12, p. 288]. This furthermore required environ-

ments that allow for serendipity, open experimentation, unskilled learning, recognizing

failures as the stepping-stones for success, being receptive to ‘raw material for inno-

vation’ being produced, and that enable collaborations on unfamiliar territory – or even

involving competitors, in order to ‘learn by intrusion’ [16]. Ciborra [12, p. 289]

referred to the previous principles as the oxymorons that could represent a new

“systematic” approach ‘precisely because they are paradoxical [could] unfreeze

existing routines, cognitive frames and behaviors’, guided by traditional, managerial

forms of strategic framing responsible for project failure.

Strangely, however, the role assigned to the bricoleur in ICT4D literature so far has

been somewhat disappointing. While bricolage is cited occasionally to refer to the

importance of local fixes and creative grassroot solutions [17], these practices are

seldom linked to the long-term ability of projects to adapt to changing conditions,

let alone leading to discussions on the embedding, and even institutionalizing, of

bricoleurs in ICT4D project environments. Ali and Bailur [5] take a rare stance in

arguing that bricolage could, in fact, be an answer to the development of sustainable

ICT4D; however, they also question the likelihood that implementing agencies for ICT

for development projects would allow for bricolage. In contrast, Da Silva and Fer-

nandez [18, p. 3] argue that the bricolage approach of Ciborra is ‘likely to be less

relevant for [the sustainability of] ICT4D initiatives, due to the more problematic

context of developing countries’.
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Like Ali and Bailur [5], we see in the bricolage approach apotential to provide the

systematic and yet organic process approach ICT4D researchers have been looking for

in designing for ‘worlds in the making’ that ICT4D projects are perceived to be. To us,

the low-resourced context of developing countries makes an understanding of how a

bricolage could be applied systematically in ICT4D, all the more relevant. In line with

notions from Ciborra [12], we understand bricolage to concern a grassroot process of

‘tinkering’ and improvisation by developers, based on resources available that thrive in

serendipitous, over-controlled environments. Importantly, we do not approach brico-

lage as an individualistic undertaking, but as a mode of operation that can include

teams and external stakeholders (the same way more traditional project management

approaches are not the strategy of a single manager).

3 Methodology

This case was developed as part of an ongoing research effort to study the networked

innovation around DHIS2 as part of the Health Information System Program. The

authors are both researchers involved in studying various aspects of this networked

innovation, and bundled their knowledge to understand how organic and changing

ICT4D processes can be made more sustainable. As a result of their individual

engagement with practices within the HISP Network, they developed a particular

interest in the role of local developer teams that are also informally referred to in the

network as ‘HISP nodes’.

The first author, in the role of a researcher, has been extensively exposed to various

perspectives from different HISP nodes over a period of 3 years. The second author had

been exposed to the practices within the HISP network over a period of 10 years before

joining the research community, while participating in various strategies deployed by

one HISP node at the University of Dar es Salaam (UDSM) (from here onwards

referred to as the UDSM TZ node).

What makes the Tanzanian case particularly valuable is the way it is generally

considered a best-practice example by others in the HISP network. First, the deploy-

ment of DHIS2 is one of the oldest in the network, and its successful national scale-up

continues to be well embedded. Second, the team has developed a strong relationship

with the Ministry of Health (MoH) and its stakeholders in its role as sole provider of

technical support as stipulated in the national health strategic plan. Third, the

UDSM TZ team stands out because of the way it has been actively extending DHIS2

with innovative ‘work arounds’ in addressing needs emerging from local use cases that

the ‘core’ of the system failed to facilitate in time. While such work arounds are typical

for the practices of (most) other nodes in the network, UDSM TZ is, at present for

instance, the leading HISP node that is contributing to the ‘DHIS2 app store’ in

creating generic apps that can be used elsewhere in the network. The following study is

the result of a shared interest in understanding how the UDSM TZ node came to be

where it is now, and what we can learn from these efforts about the long-term sus-

taining of ICT4D projects in general.
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3.1 Data Collection

Data collection was done during a 3-week field visit to the UDSM TZ node in February

2018. During the visit, the study met with strong support from the rest of the team,

which resulted in a team effort to map out all the projects that the node had been

engaged with over time, identification of the stakeholders it had worked with, and

reflection on the outcomes of the projects, as well as lessons learned. This was done

over an intensive 2-day exercise which involved four senior members of the team and

combined workshop elements (recalling the various projects and listing them) with

focus group discussions (recalling project progress related aspects and the linkages

among them). The second author was part of these discussions, as part of it was a team-

effort; however, he was engaged as little as possible, in order to keep interference with

the data collection process at a minimum, and give the other team members space to

present their perspective of events.

A total of 11 interviews were conducted (an overview is provided in Table 1,

Appendix 1). One interview had been conducted with the second author prior to the

visit in February 2015, regarding his role as a Senior Implementer at UDSM TZ.

Although data from this interview proved an important point of departure for the study,

and the creation of an initial timeline when the authors began their collaboration on this

study in late 2017, additional interviews were structured around open questions

designed to allow the surfacing of contrasting views.

Interviewees were selected, based on their knowledge of specific periods as well as

various aspects of the organization’s processes. For one of these interviews, the first

author conducted a one-day field visit to one of the first pilot sites, Kibaha district in

Pwani region. Both authors furthermore attended a (1-hour) presentation at MoHSW on

how the malaria program currently used a DHIS2 interactive dashboard application.

Documents analyzed included MESI documentation, the MoU, an evaluation report by

the MoH reflecting on 5 years of DHIS2, and various theses and research publications

that emerged from UDSM TZ activities at various points in time.

3.2 Data Analysis

The analysis process featured a grounded theory approach [19], as adapted by Charmaz

[20, 21]. This approach emphasizes the examining of processes, making the study of

action central, and creating abstract interpretive understandings of the data, in order to

move from data to a contextualized theory. Central to the previous process was the

creation of a timeline in which progress and challenges in the implementation of

DHIS2 were separated from alliances that were formed and formalized. The next step

involved the grouping together of instances (events, processes, occurrences) that had

central features or characteristics in common. Characteristic for this process was a

continuous comparative analysis of the research interests held that motivated the study,

a growing body of emerging data, efforts to conceptualize patterns observed, and the

creation of various memos and visual displays.
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4 Findings

4.1 Promoting a New Health Information System (2002–2010)

This study centers on the story ofDHIS development and implementation in Tanzania and

what we will refer to as the ‘UDSM Tanzania node’1, a team of DHIS2 developers,

instructors, supervisors, and academics hosted by the Department of Computer Science

and Engineering (DoCSE) at the University of Dar Es Salaam (UDSM). The early

foundations of UDSM TZ can be traced back to the efforts of UDSM staff in 2003, who

piloted a health information system co-founded by researcher at the University of Oslo

(UiO), thenDHIS1.3.Thepilots tookplace in theBagamoyoandKibahadistricts inPwani

Region as part of their PhD studies at UiO, and involved implementation of the system,

training, conducting research of the data flows, and use at the national and local level.

The pilots aimed to demonstrate the advantages of the system to the MoH, in

particularly the Health Management Information System (HMIS) section, in hopes of

its nationwide implementation; however, the MoH at the time already had a national

system in place, named MTUHA. MTUHA had been implemented by external con-

sultants in 1992, which meant that at present, changes to the system could not be

locally accommodated when the consultants were no longer available. This resulted in

system crashes and data loss at district levels; however, because it has worked well for

a long time, it was known as a success story in the region, and the MoH was reluctant

to change it, despite its challenges.

At this point, researchers from UIO graduated, and activities in the mainland were

stalled for some time. Nevertheless, the UDSM Tanzania node was involved in another

research project in Zanzibar, with support from DANIDA, to implement DHIS 1.4,

which had just been developed in South Africa in 2005. During this implementation,

attempts to convince the MoH to adopt DHIS 1.4 on the mainland continued. Several

lengthy discussions and system demonstrations were held in negotiations between

researchers from UiO, the UDSM Tanzania node, and MoH officials in the mainland.

Eventually, DHIS was endorsed by MoH as the standard tool for implementation

countrywide in 2007. At this stage, the pilots had demonstrated how DHIS could

flexibly manage multiple programs and datasets in an integrated manner, something

that was lacking in the MTUHA software.

‘We could show things, we could demonstrate. You see? Just take these facilities, by 3 clicks;

you just move them from here to there. Whenever we wanted to go to a presentation, we would

put as much data in the system as possible.’

Furthermore, the UDSM TZ node had gained experience from the pilots and the

Zanzibar project, and could show it had the capacity to customize the software and

provide user support locally.

‘One of the things that gave UDSM Tanzania node an upper hand, was that – we are coming

from the University. We are not somebody’s pocket, but local team with people who do

research… (…) The university is there to stay.’

1 This is not the organization’s official name.
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The adoption of DHIS instigated the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding

(MoU) in 2007 between MoH, UDSM and UiO, which included the development of a

5-year national HIS strengthening plan. The initial idea for the HIS strengthening plan

was conceived by UDSM TZ with support from UiO, and was first presented to MoH

and other stakeholders such as NORAD, the Dutch embassy, and JICA later that year.

The plan, however, took a long time to materialize, as it required lengthy negotiations,

several revisions of the plan, and the need to include interests and demands from

several partners, health programs and donors. While the HMIS section of the MoH was

convinced to use DHIS countrywide, persuading the higher management, partners and

donors continued to pose challenges. Some partners were not much in favor of the use

of DHIS2, with others pushed for their own interests.

While the MoH was pursuing partners and donors to support the HIS strengthening

plan, the previous pilots had generated the interest of a number of development partners

who requested immediate implementation in their respective sites. For example, in

2008, JICA, supporting the National AIDS Control Programme (NACP), approached

UDSM TZ to conduct a similar pilot of DHIS for their programs in Pwani region.

During this time, UiO was in the early stages of developing DHIS2, an advanced

version of DHIS1, capable of being configured and deployed online, that was devel-

oped by researchers in UiO, based on research experiences elsewhere in the network (in

countries like India and Sierra Leone). DHIS2 was implemented as part of the JICA

pilot (funded by NACP). Around the same time, CHAI and IHI also implemented

DHIS2, based on the existing HMIS data collection tools in Mtwara, Lindi and 27

Sentinel Panel of Districts (SPD).

During this time, a Master programme in health informatics was successfully

launched at UDSM in 2007, through NOMA funding, and was able to source local

capacity for the project (a total of 8 students received scholarships from UiO). The

programme was conducted in collaboration with UiO staff to enable knowledge

transmission and strengthen the cooperation between UDSM and UiO, and increase

capacity within the UDSM team and the MoH. In addition, the programme raised

awareness of the activities UDSM was engaged in, supporting the HIS in Tanzania.

The university environment also had the advantage that excelling students could be

easily picked up by the technical team (UDSM TZ).

4.2 Alignment of Donor Interests (2010–2013)

In 2010, the HIS strengthening plan was endorsed byMOHSW and donors, and renamed

the “M&E strengthening initiative” (or MESI). The formulation of MESI was a

cornerstone that paved the way for the digitalization of the health system using DHIS2.

The MoH worked hard in soliciting funds and aligning donors, and implementing part-

ners in shared outcomes. In 2009, donors had started to pledge support to the MESI

initiative as its plans were being finalized; thereafter, in 2010, the first funds from the

Dutch embassy were received, later followed by funding from Global Funds. Other

support from donors and implementing partners gradually followed over the next 5 years.

The MESI included a consortium of partners, which included the MoH and all

relevant development partners and donors. Different committees were formed to

foresee and support implementation of various work packages as part of the agreed
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MESI. One of the subcommittees in this consortium is the Monitoring and Evaluation

(M&E) committee, which is responsible for directly supporting and managing activities

related to HMIS. This involved revision and defining of standards for integrated data

collection tools and indicators. Importantly, as part of this committee, UDSM Tanzania

node became the sole technical support of the MoH in terms of supporting DHIS2, and

later also of some other systems such as the Human Resource system (HRHIS).

As agreed to in the formalization of MESI, the rollout of DHIS2 would be preceded

by a total ‘revamping’ of the existing paper tools. This meant that indicators needed to

be defined and harmonized across various health programs as much as possible. Pwani

was selected again in 2011 as pilot site to test the implementation of DHIS2 with the

new HMIS data collection tools. Based on the experiences and the results from the

evaluation conducted in Pwani, DHIS2 was scaled to another 6 regions in 2012.

Throughout the rollout, UDSM TZ was an important point of contact for DHIS2 users

who needed support.

In 2013, the DHIS2 rollout was completed nationwide. This meant all public and

private health facilities in the country (around 7000 facilities) were able to report data

to the district level where DHIS2 data entry is done. While UDSM TZ had been

important in steering the process of the rollout, they were (and still are) cautious to

make sure the MoH had ownership throughout the process. Close collaborations

between UDSM TZ and the MoH during trainings resulted in the formulation of a

national ‘DHIS2 implementers’ team’, which included members from MoH, UDSM

and other implementing partners, to provide user support.

4.3 Integrated Information Accessibility (2013 - Onwards)

Overall, the national DHIS2 rollout was considered a vast success. The system could be

accessed online (see www.dhis.moh.go.tz), and was capable of capturing and pro-

cessing all of the nation’s routine health aggregate data on a monthly basis. This meant

a massive flow of information was pouring in from over 7000 health facilities across

the country to a centralized DHIS2 owned by the MoH. In addition, the MoH, in

collaboration with UDSM TZ, started efforts to integrate health programs that were not

accommodated in the initial national rollout in 2014, such as Tuberculosis and Leprosy

(TB&LP), and Human Resource data.

The integration of all major health programs created a staggering demand among

development partners to access data in DHIS2, which validated the success of the

rollout. This was an important change, because previously this data could only be

accessed by approaching health facilities directly, or via the district councils they

supported; it also led to an increased interest among development partner programs to

use DHIS2 for own use with the support of UDSM. The MoH would have an important

role to play in redirecting developing partners toward UDSM TZ. The other way

around, the UDSM Tanzania node also became a medium for NGOs and donors to

initiate new projects with the support of the MoH.

As a result, the existing user base expanded dramatically. Today, there are over

15,000 users across over 40 programs. For UDSM TZ, facilitating this new ‘wave’ of

users while still handling all previous issues from the initial user base, can be chal-

lenging. One of the ways in which UDSM TZ tried to lift pressure on the team was by
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extending the capacity and size of the national DHIS2 implementer’s team by also

including members from other MoH sections, development partners and DHIS2

champions.

4.4 Local Capacity Dependency (2015 - Onwards)

The majority of functionalities that were requested by the development partners from

the projects that ‘mushroomed’ out of rollout, were quite advanced, and, to some

extent, also very specific to the Tanzanian context; because the team could not com-

pletely rely on the core team at UiO to address them for various reasons, this required a

lot of ‘work arounds’. For instance, when requirements were put on the ‘global’ DHIS2

roadmap of the core team at UiO, they would be pushed forward endlessly because

they were too specific, and not needed in many other countries at the time. In addition,

the nature of these projects would often be very short and surrounded by financial

insecurities, as explained by one interviewee:

‘They [donors] need to show results (…) they have maybe a 5 year project but there are some

deliverables they have to produce to sustain it. So if they give you a long term project and you

don’t deliver you kill that project. So they want to monitor you: give you 6 months project, good

results? Let me extend one year. Good results? Ok, then we can commit.’

What makes things more challenging is that many requirements would come in an

ad hoc fashion, and always with priority status, while at the same time, the client

himself would not always fully grasp the complexity of what they request and how

much time and money is required to deliver. In addition, support from UDSM TZ to the

MoH would continue even during funding gaps:

‘Between one contract to another there is always a gap, maybe 6 months maybe a year, but

what do you do, how do you sustain? (…) We [assistant director within the ministry] were

talking one day and he was telling me: you know what? I think we have a marriage between the

ministry and the University of Dar Es Salaam, and once you are married, off course you are not

supposed to break up that marriage… for better or worse.’

‘That is the beauty and burden of the University of Dar es Salaam, (…) Sometimes you just have

to take one for the team.’

The previous situation required a lot of additional ‘in house’ investment on the side

of UDSM TZ, that would never be contracted. In order to deliver quickly, and in the

face of extremely limited resources, UDSM TZ developed an innovation strategy that

attempted the re-use of innovations as much as possible. This was not only due to the

experience that requests would often be similar in nature across projects, but also

because there was a need to re-use the capacities and skills of a limited team.

Despite the growing demand for support, expanding the team at times of high demand

was risky, given its unpredictable nature. An interviewee explains:

‘Instead of waiting for international support that may never come, we proactively start to do

something and then people can see ‘ah we can do that’ and then we continue chipping away at

it. (…) So sometimes you compromise and say ‘ok, lets first deliver this, then come back and

redraft it to make sure that going forward most of the code and the initiative can be re-used.’
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Being able to deliver is also important for UDSM TZ, to build relationships with

development partners. For instance, in 2009 the team was contracted by JICA again for

6 months to create a workaround for a dysfunctional HR system in order to preserve the

data while the delivery of a new solution, developed by another company, faced delays.

Rather than to create a temporary fix, the team saw the opportunity to create a more

durable solution by rebuilding a completely new HRHIS system. Fortunately, because

UDSM TZ had showed all this could be done in 6 months, JICA decided to go forward

with this solution instead, and the team still finds themselves supporting this system 8

years later. Based on these experiences, JICA reached out to the team again in 2014 to

develop a web based portal for the Ministry of Agriculture, and again, the team took on

the challenge and delivered. In this case, they build on applications developed during

earlier projects, and by making radical adjustments were able to meet the client’s

demands in timely fashion.

Expanding activities to different sectors and ministries (presently health, agricul-

ture, water, aggregation, sanitation and social welfare) meant exposure to a high variety

of requirements. This continues to force the team to push the boundaries in developing

generic ‘cross-cutting’ applications. Pushing these boundaries is important, because a

large user base is needed to make sure others have a stake in the upkeep, ongoing

development and maintenance of applications, and are willing to contribute.

‘What people don’t fully understand is how open source works. Most people are tied to money,

and it doesn’t usually work when you say:’ we have done this, it has taken us a lot of time,

resources, energy and research to do it, you can have it for free but can you pay something

back?’ So you try to work around that (..) You give it to them but you know demand is always

expanding and they will reach the limit of what you give them. It is not enough but we believe in

the long term perspective [this approach] will eventually become sustainable, it will break even

in the far future.’

In an effort to make generic applications sustainable, the team also tries to com-

municate with the core team at UiO for support. Presently an estimated 20% of the

DHIS2 application developed by UDSM TZ has been absorbed in the ‘global’ DHIS2.

5 Analysis

The previous case describes a grassroot process that started with a single pilot, limited

funds and capacity, and resulted in a sustainable, nationwide solution that could be

adapted to changing local requirements over time in the presence of local technical

support. In the previous low-resourced environment, creating local capacity to sustain

the initial pilot was not planned for in advance. Rather, it followed a chain reaction of

opportunities, both created and identified, that were successfully solidified into either

achievements or alliances that would pave the way for increased levels of adhesion.

Here, alliances either followed from previous achievements, put them into motion

and/or were strengthened by them.

During this process, the role of the local developers changed. At first, they were

able to somewhat lift along with a series of opportunities and circumstances in a highly

improvised manner. The pilots, enabled by PhD scholarships, offered an important

opportunity for learning (both on the mainland as well as offshore), while technical
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advancements elsewhere contributed to an attractive solution that proved to be cus-

tomizable to the local context. Here, a basis was created for a series of achievements

and alliances that gave way to a more systematic approach.

Initially, this approach was about rooting the local development team and solidi-

fying its relationships with the MoH, its development partners and users at different

levels of the health system. Investing in a lengthy participatory process bought the team

the time to deliver during the rollout. The previous process had the result that not only a

single actor (the MoH), but a wide range of stakeholders, had a stake in the rollout. As

a result, its success triggered a much broader demand for innovations among partners

that could fan out of the nationwide implementation.

This increase in demand was important for the team to remain a functional and

reliable support to the MoH amid funding gaps; however, it also exerted new pressure

on the team’s limited capacity. The team responded to this challenge with a generic

innovation strategy through which technological features could be re-used. This

approach leveraged on strong ties with the MoH and various partners, which increased

exposure to a diverse range of user requirements, and enabled UDSM TZ to actively

sew demand for new innovations.

As a result, the team could keep support of previous activities ongoing, while

affording itself the ability to every now and then bite off a bit more than it could chew.

This enabled the developers at UDSM TZ to break with a somewhat passive depen-

dency on ad hoc funding opportunities, and to proactively start cultivating a

serendipitous environment instead. The previous process was illustrated in Fig. 1. In

the following section, these developments are theorized as three different stages of

‘bricolage’, which emerge as a result of the stepwise accumulation of achievements,

and the expansion and strengthening of stakeholder alliances discussed.

Fig. 1. Analysis
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6 Bricolage-Driven Change in ICT4D

The UDSM TZ case illustrates that the role of local developers in ICT4D environment

matches that of a ‘bricoleur’: action-oriented improvisers who, operating in the midst of

scarcity and chaos with limited resources, are pushed to draw on their own creativity,

move boundaries, and develop strategic collaborations with others. Doing so, they pave

the way for an evolution of their mode of operation which becomes connected with

their ability to sustain the previous processes. Based on the previous findings, the

bricolage process can be segmented out into three stages.

Bricolage begins with ‘opportunity based bricolage’ which may be externally

driven. During this stage, the role of the bricoleur is external; new, fresh alliances need

to be forged, and while potential solutions may be shipped in from elsewhere, they

need to be ‘piloted’ locally and customized along the way. This stage also comes with a

risk that bricolage is not nested in follow-up phases. When bricoleurs tinker with a

rather short-term goal in mind, this may keep them from forging needed alliances, or

recognizing their importance for the next stage in the bricolage process that will secure

the first one which is still fragile at this point.

The next stage involves ‘locally owned bricolage’. During this stage, bricoleurs

will have to both nurture and nourish the previous process in traditional bricolage

fashion, that requires workarounds and improvisation. While the bricolage process is

still opportunity based, the role of the bricoleur is nested in existing routines and

practices. During this phase, these alliances need to involve (or be handed over to) local

bricoleurs, and extended to (new) stakeholders that occupy spaces in which initiatives

can grow. Words like “nurturing” and “nourishing” don’t do justice to the volatile

nature of this process, in which bricoleurs are pushed to their limit. This stage is all

about survival for the bricoleurs, as well as that of previous achievements.

Finally, a stage of ‘locally driven bricolage’ is entered when efforts from the

previous processes start to pay off. At this point, bricoleurs are able to turn work-

arounds created as they tinkered their way through unpredictable forces into oppor-

tunities that make the bricolage process itself easier. When done successfully, bricolage

is no longer based on ad hoc improvisation in response to limitations encountered; the

bricoleur has made the limitations of his environment his own, and is now able to

proactively manipulate it to make it more harmonious and cooperative. Nevertheless,

this stage does not represent a final destination; the bricoleurs are likely to shapeshift

further in an attempt to settle processes initiated in the most recent stage that are simply

not known yet. It is through the accumulation of alliances in which the actors embed

themselves, that it becomes easier to adapt to new roles and forms of bricolage, as well

as accelerate its process.

Alliances act somewhat like intervertebral discs in the backbone of the previous

bricolage process, that give it the flexibility necessary for its own evolution, needed to

adapt to a changing system and environment. Achievements are then the bones that

carry the process forward. In addition, we borrow from Actor Network Theory [22], the

idea that alliances can include technology, in the sense that achieving locally driven

bricolage relies on the ability of bricoleurs to get the technology on their side. The

ability to tinker, hack, improvise, and work around in a way that is not responsive and
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reactive, but orchestrated, and, where possible, strategic, and requires a certain level of

mastery, creativity, capacity and skills.

Our case illustrates how developing alliances with technology needed for more

systematic forms of (locally driven) bricolage, can be a difficult and risky undertaking.

It reveals the true nature of bricolage, which comes with the major limitation that it

happens outside of project agreements, and is excluded from funding arrangements

which can (at times stubbornly as well as ignorantly) rely on the engineers in their

traditional ‘expert’ roles. In contrast to other alliances, which rely on the commitment

of other stakeholders, generic innovation strategies of locally driven bricoleurs are, to a

large extent, developed separately from other alliances. The next key ally at this stage

of the process is the technology, which needs to be tamed and mastered with the right

set of skills and dedication.

This will often involve hefty innovation processes that are started without knowing

where they will lead, or if they will lead anywhere, based on the mere intuition of the

bricoleur that innovations tend to come back across projects, and especially across

contexts, and, therefore, the hope that the investment made will save the bricoleurs time

in the future, and provide a lifeline when faced with unrealistic project deliverables.

Other times, the bricoleurs will have to wait patiently, develop a short-term fix, and

return to it later when more time and resources are freed up.

These findings generate insights into the generation of a serendipitous environment

that allows bricoleurs to ‘climb’ from opportunity based to more systematic, locally

driven bricolage. It is only at this stage that we can begin to discuss the local sus-

tainability of ICT4D. Importantly, these findings imply that bricolage in ICT4D should

be recognized as a social process as much as a technical one, in which piecing together

alliances in adapting volatile environments is crucial for the ability to be creative,

innovative and novel. In reflecting upon this process, we found ourselves imagining

this aspect of bricolage to relate to the way a spider builds a web – but then within an

ICT4D environment that is designed to count the flies it catches. We perceive the

dominant focus on visible achievements to be as much a risk factor to the sustainability

of ICT4D projects as the individual factors that can be analyzed to contribute to their

momentary successes and failures (this includes an emphasis on these aspects in the

literature). In this regard, this study identifies an important role for universities in

hosting bricoleurs, and counterbalancing the previous risks, given their climates can be

more facilitative of timely processes as a result of their learning-oriented objectives.

7 Conclusion

This paper has illustrated how bricolage, as an approach to creating novel innovations

with limited resources, may benefit the sustainability of ICT4D solutions in the face of

numerous challenges in relation to unaligned stakeholder interests, funding limitations,

pilot orientations, technical biases and limited local capacity. The paper argues that

ICT4D projects become more sustainable as the ability of the bricoleur increases to

shape their environment in ways that enable bricolage to thrive. In explaining these

achievements, a three-stage process of bricolage-driven change is formulated that

expands our current understanding of bricolage and the role of local bricoleurs in
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ICT4D projects. Practically, these findings offer practitioners insights into the signifi-

cant role of bricolage in sustaining changing ICT4D solutions. Theoretically, they

generate novel insights into the nature of bricolage and its role in the sustainability of

ICT4D projects.
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Appendix 1

Table 1. Interviews

Participant Organisation Duration Location Recorded

Senior implementer UDSM 1 h Oslo Yes

Head of department of computer

science

UDSM 1,5 h UDSM Yes

Lead developer at UDSM TZ UDSM 2,5 h UDSM Yes

Head of RCH MoHSW 1,5 h UDSM Yes

Head of Malaria program and

M&E officers

MoHSW 40 min MOHSW Yes

Head of the TB and Leprosy

program and two M&E officers

TB and Leprosy

program

1 h TB and

Leprosy

program

Yes

M&E Director, Assistant directors

and head of HMIS

MoHSW 1 h MoHSW No (on

request)

District health management

information system coordinator

Kibaha Health

Centre, Pwani

Region

1 h UDSM Yes

Senior implementer at UDSM TZ UDSM 1 h UDSM Yes

Researcher 1 UiO

Involved in TZ case from 2003

onwards

UiO 20 min UiO No

Researcher 2 UiO

Involved in TZ case from 2007

onwards

UiO 20 min UiO No
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Abstract. This paper discusses the process of implementing a district dash-

board as the means for integrating health information systems (HIS) in

Indonesia. The project involved two processes: a bottom-up one with iterative

design and implementation process and a top-down one involving data policies.

Using moments of translation, we discuss the complex processes of aligning

actors’ interests necessary for the implementation of HIS in developing coun-

tries. The paper contributes to the existing discussions of HIS integration and

information sharing in developing countries by providing a better understanding

of translation processes and thereby of ways to handle fragmented HISs.

Keywords: Integration � Translation � Health information system �

Dashboard � Information policy � Developing countries � Indonesia

1 Introduction

This article addresses the issue of developing integrated Health Information Systems

(HIS) in Indonesia through what is labelled a dashboard strategy, which is seen by the

local actors as enabling integration without disturbing the underlying systems. The

development started as a small bottom up project working on extracting data from

national databases to present in dashboards at national level and in a pilot province [1].

Gradually, however, the dashboard process increased its importance and organisational

anchoring and in 2018 it converged with a top-down national initiative called One Data

to integrate data from different governmental sectors to be made accessible in one

portal. This process is being analysed using Callon’s concept of translation [2].

The process of HIS development in Indonesia is unfolding in a context shared with

other developing countries; poor infrastructure in parts of the country, inadequate

capacity, fragmentation of reporting systems, suboptimal HISs and limited funds [3–5].

The health sector is heterogeneous, consisting of multiple subsystems such as health

programs (for example, HIV, TB and Malaria), and multiple administrative hierarchy

levels. Indonesia has adopted a federal government structure where provinces and

districts are relatively independent from the national administration, which add to the

fragmentation and complexities of the HIS. The HIS is fairly typical with multiple
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vertical health program-specific systems with own platforms working in ‘silos’ with

little data sharing. For example, health programmes such as TB, HIV/AIDS and

Malaria have their own reporting systems running in silos with minimum information

sharing. The Data and Information Health unit in the Ministry of Health (MoH) in

Indonesia called Pusdatin, is responsible for developing and supervising health infor-

mation regulation across the country and in charge of the project described in this

article. Therefore, our study positioned itself to understand how diverse actor’s inter-

ests can be aligned to develop an integrated information system. Specifically, we aim to

answer the research question, how can diverse actors in a heterogeneous environment

be aligned in the development of an integrated dashboard information system? Using

the concept of translation, we identify and analyse the different stages involved in

aligning diverse actor’s interests. The dashboard strategy is shown to be useful in

aligning stakeholders in pursuing integration in a context of fragmented HISs. We

illustrate this by showing how the bottom-up dashboard process and a top-down policy

processes got more aligned and started to converge despite starting out independently.

The article is organised as follows; in the next section is a literature review out-

lining the concept of translation used in the analysis; then follows a section on methods

before the analysis section where the case is analysed according to four moments of

translation. The final section provides a discussion and conclusion.

2 Literature Review: Translation

The paper uses the concept of translation from the Actor Network Theory (ANT) to

understand the complex social processes involved in the implementation of health

information system. The ANT theory highlights the heterogeneous nature of actors

within a network, their association and interactions; and importance of balancing both

social and technical aspect [6–8]. Translation is seen as a process which generates

ordering effects and aligns interests of heterogeneous actors within a network into a

common one [9]. “Translation occurs as actors enrol allies in the actor network and

align their interests in a continuous process of renegotiation where claims become well-

established facts and prototypes are turned into routinely used pieces of equipment”

[10]. According to Callon, the translation process is described to have four phases

(problematisation, interessement, enrolment and mobilisation) which may overlap one

another as one goes through them [2]. In general, the first two phases describe how one

can start by identifying actors and their problem nature while establishing the possi-

bility of interaction among them. The strategy for negotiation and manoeuvre and

assigning actor roles while strengthening the network is more elaborated by the latter

two phases of the concept.

3 Method

The empirical material is gathered through a longitudinal process from January 2015 to

February 2019 in Indonesia. The study took place within a HIS strengthening imple-

mentation project including national, province, district and facility levels. The project
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has followed an action research approach [11] including prototyping and participation

from users and researchers in planning, implementation, evaluation and dissemination

activities [12, 13]. During an intensive period over 18 months 2016–2017 the authors

were engaged in implementation in 10 pilot districts in 5 provinces where the districts

were visited one week each in a sequence over three cycles. While the sequential

approach allowed learning from one district to be shared with and applied in the

following districts, the cyclic approach allowed for learning from one cycle to be

analysed and used in the next cycle.

In addition to the fieldwork, the authors gathered empirical data from multiple

information sources at national and regional level, such as strategic documents, project

reports, minutes from meetings (monthly technical meeting with local and national

level), interviews, strategic documents, training materials and supervision and technical

assistance reports, training materials and participation in trainings at national and

regional level. During field activities, an analysis part of data took place through a

continuous process of data collection in the field to identify important themes and relate

them to the theory. While initially, the focus was on understanding and documenting

the health information data sources, data flows and routines for data use, later the focus

was more on participatory design and implementation of dashboards and other aspects

of the DHIS2 dashboard system. We discussed with people in all positions and at all

levels of the health system both in formal and informal settings, about our and their

views on the current situation and strategies. The analysis continued to evolve through

an ongoing review of relevant research literature and theories, thus representing an

evolving “conversation” between data and method.

All authors are part of health information system strengthening implementation in

Indonesia. The first author has been in HIS development and implementation, and one

author has been part of formulating regulations at the national level. The other two

authors have extensive experiences in HIS implementation in developing countries as

part of Health Information Systems Programme (HISP) [1, 14].

4 HIS Implementation: Indonesia’s Journey

In this section, we will give a chronology sequence of events prior to and leading to the

implementation of district dashboards in Indonesia and it’s designation as the official

platform for integrated health information within the Ministry of Health. We categories

these chain of events into three phases as illustrated in the below section.

4.1 Initial HIS Efforts

In 2010, Indonesia’s government through the President’s work unit for development

supervision and control or commonly known as “Unit Kerja Presiden Bidang Pen-

gawasan dan Pengendalian Pembangunan (UKP4)” initiated the “Satu Data” policy,

meaning One Data and created a national portal (https://data.go.id). The Satu Data

policy was formulated to address the observed challenges in relation to quality and use
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of governmental data [15]. Data collected were in diverse formats and not following

standardised mechanism making it difficult to analyse and use both within and across

the different government agencies [16].

In the health sector, the Satu Data policy is labelled “Satu Data Kesehatan”,

meaning One Health Data, with the principle of having one standard, one metadata, and

one portal for information dissemination. The Satu Data Kesehatan policy has been

developed by Pusdatin with the aim of providing accurate, integrated and up-to-date

information, accessible through integrated information systems using standard meta-

data services [17, 18]. Indonesia has a federal structure where provinces and districts

are relatively independent from the national ministry of Health. The adoption of

information systems at provincial and district levels follows local regulations with little

involvement from the ministry of health. At the national level, health programmes have

their own systems with some using web-based systems such as TB and HIV/AIDS and

others using Excel based systems, such as Malaria and immunisation. Realising the

HIS fragmentation within the health sector, Pusdatin implemented a nation-wide sys-

tem named KOMDAT collecting data for about 130 national health indicators, based

on data aggregated by district. The KOMDAT design however, limited the district data

managers to enter data until they have received a complete set of data from all reporting

puskesmas (health centres) in their districts.

4.2 District Dashboard as a Strategy

The DHIS2 dashboard process in Indonesia started with a demonstration at the AeHIN

conference in Manila, December 2014, which was attended by top level Ministry of

Health managers from Indonesia. The leader of Pusdatin, now secretary general of

MoH, was impressed and, as he saw it, ‘dashboards can be used to integrate data

without disturbing the underlying systems - too much’. Following this, the University

of Oslo (UiO) team was invited to Indonesia and Pusdatin, UiO and Gadjah Mada

University (UGM) formed a joint project, funded by Global Fund, to develop an

integrated dashboard system, starting in 2015. See [1] for an account of this early part

of the project.

In November 2016, the second phase of the project started when the dashboard

approach and the UiO became part of a large pilot project to implement dashboards in

10 districts, also funded by Global Fund [17]. The initial strategy for data capture was

to enable interoperability by extracting data from existing national and local systems

and four national applications were selected as priority data sources for routine data

extraction to the DHIS2. These were HIV (SIHA), TB (SITT), malaria (eSismal) and

KOMDAT, which included key data elements collected as district aggregates. Ten

districts were selected from five provinces across Indonesia as pilot sites to test the

district dashboard concept [17].

In a first round visiting all 10 districts, the focus was on system advocacy,

socialisation, training and a rapid situation analysis to identify data sources and routines

for data use in the districts. Through socialisation meeting and mini-workshops in all

districts, the DHIS2 dashboards and concepts were demonstrated and participants

trained on the use of DHIS2 and analytic features, such as maps, pivot tables, charts,

and dashboards. Feedback from the training as well as findings from the situation
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analysis reveal that in order to be relevant, the scope of data captured in the dashboards

needed to be extended from the initial TB, HIV and Malaria programs to included data

on the main activities in the health centres, such as Mother and Child Healthcare and

Immunisation. Key data from these programs are included in the KOMDAT system,

but only as district aggregates, which are not useful at the health centre level. Fur-

thermore, the situation analysis found that all health centres conducted routine monthly

meetings called ‘Lokakarya Mini (Lokmin)’ with great potential for use of facility

dashboards, provided that relevant datasets were included. These findings led to a

revision of the strategy to include data capture at facility level and the promotion of

facility dashboards to be used at Lokmin meetings. These facility dashboards became

very popular in the pilot districts and this strategy is now becoming national policy.

The initial plan and mandate from Pusdatin were to only import data from existing

electronic systems. The main problem with this strategy was that local data were

captured in more or less un-standard Excel sheets, which made systematic monthly

import of these data impossible. DHIS2 capacity building for the central core team on

issues such as metadata management, DHIS2 and server maintenance, customisation,

data interoperability and managing user roles was another initiative going on in parallel

with work in pilot districts. The core DHIS2 team consisted of the UiO team, Pusdatin

and the UGM team. Metadata for the selected health programmes were designed and

implemented in the DHIS2 allowing for their indicators to be visualised using DHIS2

analytics tools and dashboard. Feedback gathered during the system advocacy and

socialisation sessions were feed back to the dashboard design as well as the overall

integration approach used for other programmes. In this process, local capacity was

strengthened, a team composing of members from national level, Technical Assistance

(TA) assisting the districts, local universities, local data managers and stakeholders

from province and district level were trained in the administration of DHIS2, as well as

designing dashboard for local information utilisation. This allowed transfer of

knowledge and technology from UiO team to DHIS2 Indonesia team.

A sequential implementation approach was adopted to introduce and support the

district dashboards in the 5 provinces and 10 districts. The sequential approach was

useful in directly comparing the perspectives at province level with how different

aspects of the HIS were regarded at district level. Lessons learned from one district

were incorporated in the subsequent one, enabling accumulation of knowledge as the

implementation progressed. Supervision visits followed immediately after the

deployment of the district dashboards. During supervision, the team was engaged with

activities focused on data dissemination using analytic tools on mobile and

desktop/laptop, troubleshooting and technical assistance. The visits enabled the Pus-

datin and UiO team to conduct several formal as well as in-formal meeting with local

government officials, re-training end user and updating data import mechanism based

on the feedback received. The activities were carried out routinely, one in each quarter,

collected feedback from the end user as well as strengthening the use of information at

the local level. DHIS2 became popular at both local and national levels attracting other

health programmes to integrate their information with it. One data manager at the

national level revealed that “DHIS2 is the best application, and dreams come true

because since past, the national level has daydreamed to provide data were integrated

for facilities and district levels”. Dashboards customised for each health program
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visualising their key indicators became popular tools for data analysis and dissemi-

nation and became an important drawcard attracting new programs to join the process

[19]. Dashboards were promoted used in routine monthly and quarterly meetings at

health facility and district levels and which were already including data verification,

validation, and dissemination. This approach enabled the dashboards to be a reference

point and used in regular routine activity at different levels.

4.3 Convergences of HIS Processes

Following the implementation of DHIS2 dashboards, Pusdatin felt the need to get

further support from the senior levels. They started to use routinely, data extracted from

the DHIS2 dashboards and introduced the web portal for public information dissemi-

nation. Earlier, the use of DHIS2 dashboards had been challenged and competed with

another software named Tableau. The senior level managers were more in favour of

using dashboard generated by Tableau due to their ability to illustrate the indicator

performance for high-level staffs with less technical knowledge. However, as DHIS2

already included the integrated data from multiple sources used to power the dash-

boards and as more powerful dashboard features were added in new version of DHIS2,

customised dashboards in DHIS2 became increasingly popular among senior managers

for analysis and public data dissemination [20] (Fig. 1).

In order to strengthen and sustain the DHIS2 dashboard momentum, regular

training and support sessions were conducted in collaboration with local universities at

province, district and health centre levels, including taking part in local HIS confer-

ences to establish more alliances. In the pilot project budget, ten health facilities in each

of the ten districts were funded as pilot sites. However, as the project progressed, in

many cases local government provided funds from their budget to enable expansion of

the project to the remaining health facilities in their district and to the remaining

districts in their province. At the national level, Pusdatin and its stakeholders

Fig. 1. Series of events for the implementation of DHIS2 dashboards in Indonesia
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demonstrated DHIS2 functions and dashboards to the minister and other top-level

managers, leading to approval for the system to be utilised nationally. Ten universities

selected as ‘Centre of Excellence’ based on their academic programs in HIS, have been

enrolled in the project and have been active in providing support in their regions [17].

In mid-2018, the district dashboard implementation was evaluated to provide

insight on results and achievements. The evaluation concluded that the results in the

pilot districts were good and recommended DHIS2 to be used also in other districts and

provinces. Following this, a DHIS2 Implementation blueprint was developed to shape

the scaling approach and to provide technical guidelines. The guidelines targeted

provincial and districts managers to enable them to expand the project within their

administrative boundaries. The implementation guidelines included issues such as team

formation and training, expansion of data sources, end-user training, advocacy and

promotion, funding sources, training material and troubleshooting, In the development

of the guideline, DHIS2 were renamed to “Aplikasi Satu Data Kesehatan (ASDK)”,

meaning One Health Data Application. This renaming reflects the official buy-in and

solid organisational anchoring of the ASDK process, which we label the third phase of

the DHIS2 dashboard project.

Pusdatin has continued to include new datasets from existing priority data sources

as well as from new data sources, such as on human resources, stunting, national

indicators, health equipment, and facility profiles. The process of scaling the process to

new provinces and districts and expanding data sources are led by Pusdatin and is

consisting of multiple activities including training for old and new system users and

staff from provinces and district levels; engaging with national level health programs

and organisations for enrolling them in the process and engaging the universities

participate in training and support in their regions [21]. An online DHIS2 certified

course using the Indonesian database for training has been developed by UGM and had

350 registered learners in their first batch (late 2018).

5 Analysis

In this section, we analyse the dashboard implementation process in Indonesia and its

convergence to the Satu Data policy using the four moments of the general process of

translation as a framework [2]. In our case, these moments depict cyclic and over-

lapping stages in the evolving project as it increases in scope (health programs, user

groups and data sets to include) and scale (new provinces and new districts).

5.1 Problematisation Moment

Callon and Latour identified problematisation as the moment when an actor defines an

‘Obligatory Passage Point’ (OPP) as points of consensus, or in our context agreements

on design or specifications of the system to be developed [2, 10]. Callon & Law define

this point as a connection between ‘two sides’ of the actor network, the local network

and the global network [9]. While in our case the local network consists of those

involved in development and negotiations at the technical development and
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implementation levels, the global network consists of actors at the higher level of

policy funding and decision making.

KOMDAT was the first effort of integrating national key indicators but proved

early on to be a sub-optimum solution. The integration strategy then became to go for

an all-encompassing electronic patient record (EPR) system called SIKDA Generik.

With all data in one system, there would be no more fragmentation and all data would

be available, was the thinking. However, the EPR process met technical problems and

dragged out. At the same time, instructions from the central government to implement

the Satu Data policy loomed over Pusdatin, increasing the pressure for standardisation

and health information integration.

The solution, as discovered by the director of Pusdatin in a conference in Manila

2014, was a district dashboard, a programmatic strategy for integration, which does not

disturb the underlying systems and political structures, creating a ‘win without losing’

situation. This provided support from the top, which was important, but there were

other already planned applications with their own stakeholders, who did not necessarily

agree in changing the strategy. Unfortunately for the DHIS2 project, the supporting

director was transferred to another position just a few months later. One important

negotiation process was with the group working to implement SIKDA Generik in all

health centres, who didn’t want DHIS2 to go into their scope of work, i.e. patient data.

The first perception and agreement from a week position, was that DHIS2 should only

operate at district level as ‘district dashboard’, then, after arguing the case for ‘health

centre dashboards’ and demonstrating the usefulness of this strategy in the pilot dis-

tricts, the agreement reached was that also health centres should use dashboards, based

on data extracted from other systems. In the pilot districts, however, health centre data

were captured. In 2018, when the dashboard became the official Satu data project, and

after a survey of all the then 9,993 registered public health centres had documented that

only 28% had EPR systems, i.e. no electronic sources for the bulk of health centre data,

it was agreed that essential aggregate data should be captured directly in the DHIS2.

Given this narrative of the evolution of the negotiations and decisions regarding the

core data use and data input part of the DHIS2, promoted and ‘allowed’ activities in the

health centres, we see that the process has cycled through three distinct OPPs;

(1) Dashboards only at district level, no data entry; (2) Dashboards also at facility level,

a priority; (3) DHIS2 also used for data capture of essential facility data. Building on

Callon and Law, we see that the local network started out as being very heterogeneous

and week and not very strongly attached to the global (policy level) network, which has

also become gradually stronger [9], as illustrated by now being supported even by the

president’s office.

5.2 Interessement Moment

Whitley described the interessement as the moment when ‘actors try to impede alliances

that may challenge the legitimacy of the OPP’ or formulating the alliances to support the

OPP [22]. In our case, we see that the OPP has been gradually strengthened through the

three phases described above as the various actors saw how their interests could be

served as becoming custodians of the increasingly more important project. For the users

of dashboards and data, interessement means formulating strategies enabling them to
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pursue their interest regarding the data. In new districts, the provinces managers and data

& IT staff were the first to get engaged in a complementary way. While district and

program managers were genuinely interested in dashboards displaying their own key

data, the data and IT folks were similarly eager to be capacitated to manage data and

dashboards in the new system. Identification of key players and champions and building

their capacity as trainers of trainers were key part of the strategy and the involvement of

the Centre of Excellence (CoE) universities was important in this regard.

In order to foster interest for the dashboards among data users in the health centres,

it was necessary to expand the data scope beyond TB and HIV/AIDS and to include the

health programs data being used at local level as well as to identify important areas of

use. Through the initial situation analysis, the project identified the monthly routine

meetings (Lokmin) in the health centres as the key area for data use and the creation of

facility dashboards to support these meetings became a priority. Since local data on the

key programs were not available through import from national systems, these data had

to be captured locally, an option that was not yet ‘allowed’ as discussed in the above

section. However, in the pilot districts, the KOMDAT data set was included in the

DHIS2 for data capture at facility level from 2017 enabling the creation of very popular

local health centre dashboards. When a delegation from national level including the

WHO visited Ambon district in 2017 the person responsible for data in a meeting

became so emotional that she started to cry when she told the audience how good it felt

to ‘own your own data and be able to make graphs and dashboards by yourself’.

The WHO got so impressed by this account of success that they suggested making a

film to document the project in Ambon.

To conclude: availability of facility-based data and capacity are key to the creation

of interest and a sense of ownership to the dashboard system at local level.

5.3 Enrolment Moment

Bargaining and reaching concession are major elements observed in the enrolment

moment [22]. The process of enrolling actors passed through several phases at different

levels with the initial ones including key stakeholders in MoH, universities and key

health programmes such as TB and HIV. In later phases, other stakeholders such as for

example human resource department and health worker registers and district and

province level actors were enrolled in the project through negotiations and discussions.

The inclusion of facility level data in the district dashboards enabled the scaling of

dashboards to all facilities within the pilot districts to be used in their routine monthly

meetings. The example of the emotional presentation of the facility data-based district

dashboard in Ambon, illustrates the enrolment process at local level, but also how

success at local level enhances enrolment at the global levels. With WHO on board,

also other global actors were enrolled. The World Bank, for example, is holding back

11% of the funding for the building of 3 new hospitals in the poorer eastern part of

Indonesia, until all districts have implemented the dashboards including some key

indicators they have identified.

The enrolment of health programs for data integration has however met several

challenges. While the HIV programme, for example, has been actively participating in

the process, other programs like TB and human resources required detailed and
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continuous negotiations involving senior level managers. Some system owners were

reluctant to join the network fearing to lose control with a tighter integration. However,

continuous negotiations and application of dashboards to visualise their data provide a

solution to reduce some of the challenges faced.

5.4 Mobilisation Moment

Mobilisation moment may be seen as occurring when, as Latour argues, other actors

(Pusdatin in our case) have their needs and interests met and are speaking on behalf of

the focal actor [23], i.e. the initial university actors in our case. The project has gone

through 3 phases; (1) the early phase before the pilot project, (2) the 10 districts pilot

project, and (3) the expansion to 50 new districts, a plan for countrywide coverage and

the official status as “Aplikasi Satu Data Kesehatan” (ASDK). Studying this project

trajectory, we see that Pusdatin’s role has moved from being a bit reluctant and unsure

about consequences for other projects (1), to being involved (2) and finally to be fully

committed and the ‘project owner’ and leader. The current expansion phase started in

September 2018 with regional training for the Eastern, Central and Western part of the

country with 5 participants from each of the 50 districts; one person from data manager,

and four persons from the programs. After the regional training two or three days ‘post

training’ is planned for in each of the 50 districts, which started in November 2018.

This training scheme is planned for and carried out by Pusdatin. What started as a

university project in the first phase is now a full ‘mobilised’ and organisationally

anchored dashboard project in the MoH. As one manager at national level commented;

“DHIS2 is the best application with full features. Previously, we have bought expensive soft-

ware, and all of that had failed. With this DHIS2 Platform, it is easy to use, it is free, Pusdatin

chose the right solution now.”

The final revision of this paper is written in February 2019 while participating in

one of the post trainings organised by Pusdatin in Jayapura city and Jayapura regency,

Papua province, the extreme eastern – and poorest - part of Indonesia. As according to

the plan, Pusdatin was running the training and five from each of these two districts had

participated in regional training November 2018. Discussion during the training

focused on how to reach the remote areas with no Internet and mobile connectivity and

how to ensure offline data capture and analysis. One health centre in the district, we

were told, is 45 min away - with aeroplane (!). This only to underline that, while the

dashboard project is well mobilised and organisationally anchored, there are organi-

sational and technical challenges not yet addressed.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

We have used translation moments to analyse the project and its 3 phases; (1) the early

phase before the pilot project, (2) the 10 districts pilot project, and (3) the expansion to

50 new districts and the official status as ASDK. Studying this project trajectory, we see

that Pusdatin’s role has moved from being a bit reluctant and unsure about conse-

quences for other projects (1), to being involved (2) and finally to be fully committed as
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‘project owner’ and leader. The problematisation moment has been particularly

important, as the OPP has been gradually strengthened through each phase of the

project, as a result of the alignment processes between and within the translation

moments and in particular the problematisation and interessement moments.

An earlier study of the Indonesia project used the concept of attractor for change to

analyse how the DHIS2 dashboard helped to develop a strategy for integration of HIS

despite high degrees of complexity [1]. The various actors could imagine that inte-

gration was feasible ‘because the dashboard was not closely embedded in complicated

business processes and could stand above it’. Using the translation moments, we see

that, while the dashboard has been the attractor aligning actors at policy and data use

levels in the interessement moment, interessement among technical actors in the local

network has been concerned with internal positioning around the OPP and relations to

the global policy network. The stronger the OPP and the alignment in the local network

are, the stronger the convergence of policy and technical elements in the project. In this

way, the analysis based on the translation moments has provided new insight.

The Indonesia case underscores the importance of continuous negotiations and

translating diverse stakeholder’s interests in the implementation of health information

systems in volatile environments. Kimaro & Nhampossa argued that, stakeholder’s

interests should be translated into the solution to address the long-term organisational

needs [4]. Thus, the solution which meets the interests of different actors in the network

will ultimately become the de-facto solution. While several contested interests

emerged, the emergent of the district dashboard to the policy level depended on the

result of contested interests reached by actors linked together in complex networks. The

transition of the project to policy, as identified in this study, is caused by increased

organisational ownership, local capability and strong collaboration and alignment

among participating actors. The easiness with which new health programmes could be

included and the flexibility of DHIS2 to accommodate new features and requirements

prompted Pusdatin to design it as the ASDK. As one high level manager said: “The

ministry could not continue to pay more money to new systems, DHIS2 provides

affordable solution, yet flexible to accommodate our needs”.

The use of the four moments of translation in the analysis of the dashboard process

has provided new insight into how diverse groups are translating and aligning their

interests into the network to achieve the project goal. It has been important to under-

stand the strong position of the OPP, also called ‘project goal’ [9], in our case the

agreed system specification as negotiated between the local and global network. Fur-

thermore, it has been equally important to understand how the OPP is developing

through stages caused by a process of overlapping and repeated cycles through the four

moments of translation.
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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of fragmentation and lack of coordination in the

context of health information systems. Drawing on a longitudinal action research

study of implementing a regional database in East African Community; a process

model is developed illustrating forms of institutional work in weaving alliance through

three non-linear phases: standardisation, evolving and stabilisation. The study first

contributes by conceptualising weaving alliance as a process whereby novel Informa-

tion and Communication Technologies (ICT) capabilities such as the implementation

and use of dashboards emerge and co-evolve with intentional actions by actors

aligning stakeholders with diverse interests. The second contribution concerns how

dashboards emerge and co-evolve with existing work practises facilitating a common

understanding among multi-stakeholders. Collectively, the study broadens our under-

standing of introducing and sustaining ICT4D solutions in settings characterised by

fragmented information systems.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Health information systems (HIS) are acknowledged as one of the main building blocks of health systems (Lippeveld et al., 2000). In developing

countries, HIS can support decision-makers at different management levels in making an informed decision such that scarce available resources

are effectively allocated and utilised (AbouZahr & Boerma, 2005; Aqil, Lippeveld, & Hozumi, 2009; Kimaro & Nhampossa, 2005). However, HIS

adoption and its widespread use in developing countries have received different outcomes. Several studies provide an account of HIS implemen-

tation being characterised as problematic, fragmented and unsustainable (Braa, Sahay, Lewis, & Senyoni, 2017; Heeks, 2002; Kimaro &

Nhampossa, 2005; Sanner & Sæbø, 2014). The failure or lack of sustainable HIS implementations in developing countries has prompted

researchers and practitioners to question why some information systems tend to have “longer legs”1 than others; leading to their widespread

adoption and eventual institutionalisation (P. Wang & Swanson, 2008).

Lack of coordination and HIS fragmentation poses as the major challenges facing HIS implementation in developing countries (Braa

et al., 2017; Sæbø, Kossi, Titlestad, Tohouri, & Braa, 2011; Stansfield, Orobaton, Lubinski, Uggowitzer, & Mwanyika, 2008); and thus forming the

vein of this study's problem. HIS fragmentation and lack of coordination often lead to overlapping and inefficient national systems which under-

mine the efforts towards providing better health services (Sæbø et al., 2011). For example, donors provide support to specific health programmes,

such as Maternal and Child Health (MCH), Malaria, HIV/AIDS or TB and in doing so implement parallel reporting structures to monitor and control
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their activities and impact (Chilundo & Aanestad, 2004; Sanner, 2015; Stansfield et al., 2008). By supporting vertical HIS and not taking into

account the existing landscape of systems, national HIS are weakened, exacerbating the fragmentation and coordination challenges in the health

sector. This is evident from the agreement named “Paris Declaration 2005” where donors acknowledge the ongoing fragmentation efforts and

lack of collaboration and explicitly committed to coordinate and support local efforts (Edi & Setianingtias, 2007). The expectation is HIS fragmen-

tation can be addressed through strengthening stakeholders' alliance and collaboration (Braa, Monteiro, & Sahay, 2004; Sæbø et al., 2011;

WHO, 2008).

However, how can alliance be formed in a fragmented context such as in the health sector; a landscape characterised by multi-stakeholders

with diverse interests? In management and organisational studies, the notion of alliance has received significant attention as a construct for

understanding the change process at an individual and organisational level (Bamford, Gomes-Casseres, & Robinson, 2003; Dacin, Oliver, &

Roy, 2007; Gulati, 1998; Kale & Singh, 2009; Mukherjee, Gaur, Gaur, & Schmid, 2013). In the context of HIS, forging alliances among multi-stake-

holders requires organisational and institutional accommodation, not abstracted from by focusing only on technical aspects (Chilundo &

Aanestad, 2004; Sahay, Monteiro, & Aanestad, 2007). An institutional work construct from institutional theory provides an apparatus for broaden-

ing our understanding of how individuals in their working environments can become actors of change through forging alliances with diverse stake-

holders (Lawrence, Leca, & Zilber, 2013; Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). In particular, the construct provides insights to the actors' efforts of

tinkering, transforming, creating and maintaining alliance within the environment which they live and work (Lawrence, Suddaby, & Leca, 2011). In

a fragmented HIS context, actors continuously face pressures from different institutions requiring them to respond reflexively, creatively and

incrementally. Attending more closely to the processes of how actors weave alliances in a fragmented context is of importance and forms the vein

of this study. In addition, the study seeks to understand the emergence of shared Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) capabilities

facilitating the aligning of diverse stakeholders in HIS implementation. Thus, the study attempts to answer the following research question: How

can institutional work influence alliance formation of fragmented health information systems in developing countries?

Empirically, I draw on a longitudinal study of implementing a regional database for health information dissemination and promotion of trans-

parency and accountability in the East African Community (EAC). The research was carried out within the Health Information Systems Programme

(HISP), a global action research network that seeks to strengthen HISs, predominantly in low and middle-income countries (Braa et al., 2004).

Theoretically, the study contributes by first, developing a conceptual framework illustrating how weaving alliance unfolds through three

phases: standardisation, evolving and stabilisation. Second, the study highlights how shared ICT capabilities, such as the implementation and use

of dashboards, emerge and co-evolve with existing work practice, facilitating a common understanding among diverse stakeholders. Collectively,

the study contributes to information systems studies by broadening our understanding of addressing information systems fragmentation in devel-

oping countries.

2 | RELATED RESEARCH AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 | Alliance

Alliance is a voluntary arrangement between two or more organisations involving exchange, sharing, or co-development of products, technologies,

or services (Dacin et al., 2007; Gulati, 1998). An alliance is a result of aligning different goals and objectives, taking a variety of forms and spanning

one or more part of organisations, that is, across vertical and horizontal boundaries of organisations. Organisations are now more relying on alli-

ances as the means of enhancing their positions in the market and grow (Dyer, Kale, & Singh, 2001; Kale & Singh, 2009). Forging alliance among

individuals and organisations facilitates the promotion of exchange of skills, sharing of experience, economies of scale and scope, gaining institu-

tional legitimacy and entry into new or unknown space (Bamford et al., 2003; Dacin et al., 2007; Kale & Singh, 2009; Y. Wang &

Rajagopalan, 2015).

Kale and Singh (2009) pointed out that the formation of alliance unfolds through three phases: the formation phase wherein appropriate part-

ners are selected; the design phase where alliance governance is established and post-formation phase where alliances are managed on an ongo-

ing basis to realise value. With each phase, they identified elements necessary in forging alliances. For example, managing coordination and

building trust among partners was essentials in the post-formation phase, while, selection of partners based on their traits to engage with had a

positive influence on alliance performance in the formation phase (Dacin et al., 2007; Gulati, 1998; Kale & Singh, 2009; Shah &

Swaminathan, 2008). The development and evolution of alliance over time has contributed to a better understanding of the interpersonal relation-

ships to inter-organisation collaboration providing insights to how changes could be introduced or resisted in areas with uncertainty (Dyer

et al., 2001; Gulati, 1998; Kale & Singh, 2009; Mukherjee et al., 2013).

In the context of HIS, the alliance construct holds promise in understanding the process of aligning diverse stakeholders towards a shared

goal. Within Information Systems (IS) studies, other notions have been used to discuss similar traits such as collaboration, partnership, network of

action, grafting information infrastructure and agora (Braa et al., 2004; Hamel, 1991; Kaasbøll, Kanjo, & Kimaro, 2019; Kumar & Van Dissel, 1996;

Matavire, 2016; Sanner, 2015). For example, Braa et al. (2004) used the notion of network of action to emphasise the need to place actions within
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networks rather than on a single entity. They argue that for the sustainability of interventions in developing countries, one needs to be part of a

larger network allowing for sharing of experience, knowledge, technology and values. Their contribution of networking and collaboration have

been applied in many subsequent studies such as Kaasbøll et al. (2019) which focused on building sustainable collaboration and academic net-

works around the development and implementation of HIS in developing countries.

With the proliferation of HIS in developing countries, addressing HIS fragmentation and lack of coordination requires an alternative approach.

The alliance construct holds promise to address such challenges in HIS. However, the notion is not without criticisms; some studies have pointed

out that forging alliances might fail to deliver the benefits they purported to provide (Bamford et al., 2003). Thus, attending more closely to the

processes of how actors weave alliances among diverse stakeholders is of importance. Recent developments in new institutional theory provide a

construct to examine processes of radical changes organised by actors within their environments such as Institutional Work (Lawrence et al., 2013;

Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). Consequently, in the next section, I review the literature of institutional work, particularly in IS studies.

2.2 | Institutional work

Institutions are the building block of institutional theory and refer to the enduring social patterns governing interactions and actions among indi-

viduals - “rules of the game” (North, 1990). Institutions include a combination of formal rules such as contracts, political and economic rules and

informal rules such as traditions, customs and taboos (Jepperson, 1991). In the institutional analysis, the central assumption is that organisations

and organisational actors seek to gain legitimacy within their environment to ensure their acceptance and long term survival (Jepperson, 1991;

Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006; Mignerat & Rivard, 2009).

An institutional approach receiving significant attention in organisational studies is that of understanding the role of actors and practices in

affecting institutional change by effecting, transforming and maintaining institutions and fields (DiMaggio, 1988; DiMaggio & Powell, 1983;

Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). DiMaggio (1988) argues that actors are key to institutional change as “new institutions arise when organised actors

with sufficient resources see in them opportunity to realise interests that they value highly” (p. 14). Along with similar perspectives, the concept

of institutional work, first articulated by Lawrence and Suddaby (2006), highlights the efforts of culturally competent actors navigating within their

organisational field in an attempt to create, maintain and disrupt institutions. Institutional work emphasises the importance of understanding the

knowledgeable, creative and practical work of actors in accomplishing the social construction of rules, scripts, schemas and cultural accounts. The

concept is concerned with how individuals' actions affect institutions by inducing or resisting institutional change (Lawrence et al., 2011; Pemer &

Skjølsvik, 2017; Wooten & Hoffman, 2008). The construct provides a set of tools necessary in understanding one or more types of institutional

change occurring as actors engage in introducing and maintaining change while undermining existing structures within their organisation. Wooten

and Hoffman (2008) argue that institutional work contributes to the institutional change debate as it focuses on the activities required to intro-

duce or maintain the social mechanisms that ensure compliance with institutional structures.

Various IS studies have drawn upon the concept of Institutional work to analyse change processes within organisations (Sahay, Nielsen, &

Aanestad, 2018; Senyoni, Kimaro, Braa, & Kumalija, 2019; Thorseng & Grisot, 2017; P. Wang & Swanson, 2008). For example, in their analysis of

designing a tool for changing diabetes care, Thorseng and Grisot (2017) described how the change process unfolds, by illustrating how visions of

new practices become inscribed into digital tools. Similarly, in their study of introducing Universal Health Coverage (UHC) in primary healthcare,

Sahay et al. (2018) describe how countries ensure new practices take root in a sector with multi-stakeholders. In particular, they identify new

forms of institutional work supporting the establishment of new structures such as UHC-HIS-related technologies and practices. Similarly, P.

Wang and Swanson (2008) in their study of introducing customer relationship management system point out that, the forms of institutional work

for maintaining momentum differs from that needed in the initial stages of adopting an information system. These studies illustrate how institu-

tional work facilitates understanding of the change process when introducing information systems in an environment with diverse stakeholders

and the ongoing dynamics in which the actors are involved in introducing or resisting changes.

2.3 | Understanding weaving alliances in HIS

Braa et al. (2004), through the notion of network of action, argue for situating actions within networks rather than on singular unit, allowing for

learning and sharing experience, thereby producing sustainable solutions. This study extends these arguments by positing itself towards esta-

blishing an understanding of the process of weaving alliances in a fragmented HIS setting. In particular, it aims at highlighting the efforts of indi-

viduals in tinkering, transforming, creating and maintaining alliance within the environment which they live and work, and the necessary shared

ICT capabilities for aligning diverse stakeholders (Braa et al., 2017; Hanseth & Lyytinen, 2010; Lawrence et al., 2011). Such a holistic alliance per-

spective in the context of HIS requires an adaptation of the earlier Kale and Singh's model of alliance formation. The examination of the imple-

mentation of a regional database in East African Community provides an empirical context for understanding how alliance formation unfolds in a

fragmented HIS context from previous management studies (Braa et al., 2004; Mukherjee et al., 2013).
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Braa et al. (2004) identify standardisation as an initial focus to undertake within a fragmented and uncoordinated HIS setting. By stand-

ardisation, I refer to the process of harmonising, reaching compromises between variations of local structures and interests, allowing for the emer-

gence of a common understanding among diverse stakeholders (Braa, Hanseth, Heywood, Mohammed, & Shaw, 2007; Star & Griesemer, 1989).

In a health domain, characterised as having several stakeholders with diverse interests and the plethora of adopted systems, a standardisation pro-

cess provides a mechanism of forming a common understanding and establishing a shared goal among diverse stakeholders.

Another process is that of addressing Information and Communication Technology for Development (ICT4D) projects with organic solutions

(Ciborra, 1991; Star & Ruhleder, 1996). Kale and Singh (2009) point out this aspect by arguing that not all details are clear at the beginning of the

project and some adaptation might be needed in the later stages in light of the uncertainty that exists. This highlights the need for actors to pay

close attention to such contingencies and emerging issues while they continue to navigate and align stakeholders in a fragmented setting. Fruijtier

and Senyoni (2018) point out that ICT4D projects should be met by actors and processes which are “equipped to anticipate for the longitudinal

and organic nature of ICT4D processes” (p. 171). Implementing actors should continuously work towards forging new alliances while maintaining

existing ones, ensuring the sustainability of introduced solutions (Fruijtier & Senyoni, 2018; Hughes, 1994; Kale & Singh, 2009).

Stabilisation is another process which refers to the creative and maintenance work associated with legitimising the implemented solution. In

their study of introducing new regulations, Pemer and Skjølsvik (2017) argue that, through stabilisation, collaboration and trust can be achieved,

and introduced structures in previous stages can be adjusted, normalised and scaled. Actors in this process are engaged in the work, ensuring the

introduced system becomes a de-facto solution within the environment, meeting and responding to interests from different stakeholders

(Jepperson, 1991; Kimaro & Nhampossa, 2005; Pemer & Skjølsvik, 2017).

Together, the above processes formulate the study's conceptual framework for understanding weaving alliances in the context of fragmented

HIS through three phases: standardisation, evolving and stabilisation. The conceptual framework is motivated by literature, and its

operationalisation is an empirical question the next sections of this study will focus on through a longitudinal study of designing, implementing

and maintaining a regional database in EAC. Institutional work lens facilitates the study to analyse the set of activities by actors in introducing and

maintaining new structures within their setting while undermining emerging threats through the three phases of weaving alliances. The construct

helps to unpack the process of weaving alliances with specific attention to the forms of institutional work engaged by actors, their strategies and

micro activities. In addition, it allows viewing the process of weaving of alliances as comprising of political, social and technical activities, with

actors engaged in introducing new structures, maintaining them and resisting emerging pressures (P. Wang & Swanson, 2008).

In addition, the study attempts to understand how shared ICT capabilities emerge and co-evolve with actors as they continued to align

diverse stakeholders in a fragmented HIS context. I use the term shared ICT capabilities to denote the possibility of a user or group of users to

perform set of actions on an object or process such as database, mobile or text editor (Hanseth & Lyytinen, 2010). Braa et al. (2017) in their study

of adopting information systems in Indonesia describe how district dashboards were used as the means of getting different stakeholders to dis-

cuss and reach a consensus in integrating and sharing health data without disturbing the underlying systems too much. They argue that order

could emerge around shared ICT capabilities such as dashboards through various feedback mechanisms, and incremental and evolutionary

approaches allowing for learning among stakeholders.

3 | RESEARCH APPROACH

3.1 | Research setting

A longitudinal HIS project in East African Community from 2014 to 2019 is the empirical setting for this study. The project involved the imple-

mentation of a regional database in the community with five partner states: the Republic of Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, the United Republic of Tan-

zania, and the Republic of Uganda, with South Sudan joining in later stages. I use the term partner states to refer to the participating countries in

the community. The implementation of the regional database aimed at facilitating communication and health information dissemination among

partner states and act as a catalyst to progress made towards key global, regional and national commitments.

3.2 | Research design, data collection and analysis

This study takes an interpretivism standpoint and employs a qualitative research approach allowing for a rich understanding of the phenomenon

in a specific social context (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Walsham, 2006). Specifically, an action research study was conducted involving an itera-

tive process of joint participation in diagnosis, action planning and execution, evaluation and knowledge dissemination (Baskerville, 1997;

Checkland & Holwell, 1998). Action research approach allowed for studying complex social process by introducing changes in the social process

and observing the effects of the changes (Avison, Lau, Myers, & Nielsen, 1999; Baskerville, 1997). As a result, knowledge was generated on a wide

range of issues in a participative process together with stakeholders, linked to, but not limited to the processes of system development,
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implementation and use. The reported project is part of the global action research HISP project coordinated by the University of Oslo (UiO), Nor-

way. HISP initiatives have been ongoing for the past two decades and involves software development and country implementation of District

Health Information Software 2 (DHIS 2) in more than 80 countries in Africa, Asia and South America (Sahay, 2019).

I was involved in the project as part of the UiO team, first as an implementer and later as a researcher investigating the reported phenome-

non. I participated in various activities such as partner state assessment, harmonisation of regional indicators and their definitions and targets,

designing and developing the regional database. I facilitated capacity building sessions which involved the development of training materials, user

training, user support and system troubleshooting. The work exposed me to the complex processes of forging alliances with diverse stakeholders

and harmonisation in information fragmented settings. I have continued to maintain close contact with the bloc by providing remote support

whenever necessary, thus becoming a “trusted” partner. For example, in 2018, I was invited by the regional health department to disseminate the

project's findings in an international exhibition attended by high-level officials such as the EAC heads of state, high-level public officials, interna-

tional partners and other guests.

Data collection was conducted through interviews and participant observation (Cornford & Smithson, 2005). Semi-structured interviews were

conducted with interviewees selected based on their position in their respective organisations and their roles in the project. Table 1 below sum-

marises the nature of the participants interviewed in this study. Consent was requested from respondents before the interviews ensuring, among

other things, their privacy and anonymity. When allowed, a recording of the interview was taken. Some of the conducted interviews consisted of

planned and deliberate interaction between the researcher and the subject; I considered them as formal interviews. However, much often, the

interviews conducted in this study were more ad-hoc without planned appointments, thus conducting semi-structured interviews with a prepared

outline acting as a guideline but not rigorously following it. I regarded them as informal interviews. For example, spaces in-between attending a

technical meeting or when travelling together with regional and country officials provided opportunities for free and open discussions. This

approach was found to be useful in providing a nuanced understanding of the phenomenon and exploring emerging topics as participants were

more comfortable to share their opinions and views. Data collection was also conducted through participant observation facilitating the under-

standing of the participant's actions and viewpoints instead of what they say they do or did. In addition, document review was conducted, such as

reviewing national and health programme strategic plans, ICT policies, meeting summaries, workshop reports and email correspondence. Other

documents identified during field visits were collected and reviewed, giving insights to the existing practices at the regional and national level.

The processes of data collection and analysis were weaved together instead of using a sequential approach. The analysis approach used for

this study had two levels. First, data analysis was conducted during fieldwork visits and when back from fieldwork. This allowed for discussions of

emerging events and topics jointly with my supervisors and colleagues, pursuing theoretical explanations of the phenomenon. Overall, Braun and

Clarke's (2006) thematic analysis guided the data analysis process allowing for rich and an in-depth account of the data (Braun & Clarke, 2006,

2013). Based on the iterative process of reviewing collected data, different themes were identified and discussed, linking them to the theoretical

constructs drawn from institutional theory. Forms of institutional work engaged by the actors emerged from analysing the data while informed by

the theory. Preliminary results were published and presented in workshops and international conference (Senyoni & Braa, 2017). Secondly, I had

time to reflect on this experience and compliment with other ones from my involvement in implementing HIS at the national level in Tanzania,

Somalia, South Sudan and Indonesia. Together, the two levels informed me and incrementally developed practical and theoretical principles

towards building a model illustrating the process of weaving alliances.

4 | IMPLEMENTING A REGIONAL DATABASE

I present the implementation of a project in the EAC, a regional economic bloc, aiming at strengthening cooperation and encouraging regional

integration among partner states. While the project involved various processes and complexities, I will primarily focus on efforts towards weaving

alliances unfolding through three phases: standardisation, evolving and stabilisation.

TABLE 1 Interview summary
Designation of interviewees No. of interviews

7 National and 1 regional HIS officers 8

National programme managers: 2 MCH, 1 AIDS 3

6 National and 2 regional ICT/e-health officers 8

2 Senior managers in national MoH and 1 regional health department 3

National Bureau of Statistics officers 1

ALMA technical officer 1
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4.1 | Project context

In 2013 partner states of the EAC agreed to strengthen efforts towards addressing common health concerns around the region and accelerate

performance towards attaining the Millennium Development Goals (MDG). One initiative was to implement a regional database for sharing infor-

mation across the partner state's borders and promote knowledge sharing for maternal and child health care. UiO was engaged in providing tech-

nical assistance for the project through the EAC health department as they had experience in implementing national HIS in several countries in

Africa and Asia, and had worked on a similar project with the West African Health Organization (WAHO). At the time, EAC had not developed a

regional guideline for MCH. The implementation of the database to house pertinent national data on MCH indicators was seen as an opportunity

for harmonisation and coordination among partner states.

4.2 | Standardisation in implementing the regional database (2014–2016)

To kick off the process, the EAC health department with UiO carried out an assessment of the national e-readiness capacity to implement the

regional database. The assessment, among other activities, included fieldwork to all partner states aimed at identifying existing infrastructure,

resources and potential stakeholders to engage with. Some of the key stakeholders include officials from the ministries of health, health sciences

universities, health research institutions, implementing partners and donors. When possible, meetings with high-level officials in the ministries of

health such as permanent secretaries were conducted to discuss the plans for regional harmonisation and establishing the regional database.

The assessment, among other things, highlighted the disparity among partner states in the collected information, available infrastructures and

existing HIS. For example, a key indicator in postnatal care which tracks visits of mothers and new-borns within 48 hours after the delivery was

routinely collected by only one country while others tracked the visits within 6 or 9 days. Two partner states did not collect the indicator at all.

Despite the differences, similarities were also observed within the bloc. For example, at the time DHIS 2 was the preferred system to collect, col-

late and analyse routine health data in the ministries of health of all partner states except for Burundi (Senyoni & Braa, 2017).

Between 2014 and 2015, four (4) regional workshops were conducted to facilitate the implementation of the regional database by focusing

on harmonising the observed disparities and build capacity among partner states. The meeting involved health management information systems

(HMIS) and ICT/eHealth technical experts from all partner states, staff from EAC health department, UiO and selected implementing partners.

The implementing partners were either directly involved in the project or had experience in establishing regional databases; such as the African

Leaders' Malaria Alliance (ALMA). The regional workshops were characterised by continuous discussions and negotiations aiming at reaching a

common consensus among diverse interests. In between the physical meetings, other mechanisms (both formal and informal) were used for dis-

cussions and communication of new developments; thus, sustaining the generated momentum.

The selection of indicators to track at the region level went through an iterative process involving identifying key indicators, data sources,

reporting frequency and establishing a common understanding of what the indicator tracks and targets to achieve. Forty four indicators were

endorsed from the initial proposed list of 120 indicators. They included indicators covering MCH spectrum, that is, from pre-pregnancy to child

health and family planning. Some indicators were introduced to control data quality, for example, completeness rates of submitted forms. Esti-

mates of the population were included to support indicator coverage calculations. Inclusion of indicators in the proposed list depend primarily on

their availability across partner states. However, when a key indicator was not collected in some or all partner states, a proxy indicator was pro-

posed and agreed. For example, a key indicator to monitor and improve maternal health, deliveries by the skilled attendant was not available in

some of the partner states thus a proxy indicator which captured deliveries in the health facility was used instead, despite significant differences

between the two.

The harmonisation process required all members to reach a common consensus and endorse agreed decisions prior to proceeding into subse-

quent activities. For example, during the process of indicator harmonisation, the technical experts from one partner state failed to attend a

regional meeting. The regional team and UiO had to visit the partner state and accommodate their insights in the implementation of the regional

database, such as mapping their indicators into the regional database. The decisions reached by partner states included but not limited to the

selection of indicators, reporting frequency and levels to include in the regional database, design of the database, database management and data

policy.

DHIS 2 was selected as the preferred software to build the regional database, tapping to the existing knowledge and skill within the bloc. In

the design of the database, a participatory approach was used to inform the design and development stages. A series of presentations of the sys-

tem's prototypes during the regional meeting allowed members with diverse backgrounds to understand the design approach and provide feed-

back and recommendations for the subsequent prototypes. See Senyoni and Braa (2017) for an account of this early part of the project.
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4.3 | Evolving through implementation of regional scorecard (2016–2017)

Along the same time as the regional database was developed, a parallel initiative started with the aim of strengthening information dissemination

as well as sharing country performance towards improving MCH. Development of a regional scorecard was proposed. A scorecard is a visual tool

comprising of key information that can be monitored at a glance (Kaplan & Norton, 2005). Usually, scorecard utilises the traffic light colour code

illustrating the performance of measured indicators against the set target. For example, the red colour indicates poor performance; green colour

indicates good performance and yellow colour indicates progress being made. At the time, ALMA was using similar visualisations technique to

demonstrate the performance of malaria indicators towards the reduction and elimination of malaria in Africa (Figure 1).

The scorecard was implemented within the regional DHIS 2 instance. The first regional scorecard had 11 indicators from the 44 indicators

collected by the regional database. For each indicator, a common baseline and targets had to be negotiated and agreed among partner states. Data

from international surveys were preferred to populate the scorecard indicators instead of data from routine national HMIS, as one interviewee

from the regional level said in one of the regional meetings to develop the scorecard.

“Data from surveys are easily accepted by ministers because they come from world-known sources…We have a problem using data

from the national systems; some indicators have more than 100% coverage.”

Information sharing among the partner states was encouraged to allow the process of learning by doing and interacting. Decisions reached

were based on a collective agreement. To ensure acceptability of the tool across the region, stable prototypes of the regional scorecard were

shared with the high-level officials and policymakers for approval and endorsement. Feedback and inputs were incorporated and shared across

the bloc members. In March 2015, the first regional scorecard on MCH was launched in a meeting with over 700 participants including ministers

of health, members of regional and national parliament and development partners. The tool informed the leaders of the progress made towards

reducing maternal and child mortality and the gaps required to be addressed. This prompted leaders to commit support as illustrated by extracted

text from the jointly signed communique.

“…Cognizant of the progress made by EAC partner states towards improving the health of women, new-born, children and adoles-

cents as shown in the regional RMNCAH scorecard.”

F IGURE 1 EAC regional dashboard. Retrieved from https://healthdata.eac.int
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“Realising the need to accelerate and sustain progress in women's and children's health post-2015 within the context of the Sus-

tainable Development Goals (SDGs).”

“We, the Ministers of health and Parliament from EAC partner states now commit ourselves to…implement the RMNCAH score-

card to ensure accountability for results and resources to improve women and children's health in the region.”

While the implementation of the regional scorecard was not part of the original plans in the implementation of the regional database, its

development and implementation were essential in sustaining the project's initial generated momentum, involving new stakeholders not realised

in the initial project activities.

4.4 | Stabilisation through scaling (2017–2019)

The production of the regional scorecard continued annually with the subsequent versions used in regional and national meetings and parliament

sessions. Integration with new health programme enabled the regional database and scorecard to expand and cover other indicators such as indi-

cators from HIV, TB, human resource and finance. The latest regional scorecard covered 18 indicators with some indicators drawing data directly

from routine national HMIS. When funding challenges emerged and derailed some of the initiatives planned by the EAC health department, the

tool was seen of eminent value, and its production continued. As South Sudan later joined EAC, they were seamlessly integrated into the regional

scorecard with plans set for full integration with the regional database at a later stage. As one interviewee from the regional level commented:

“(Regionally) scorecard is a policy no longer a project…Partners are looking at it as an efficient and effective accountability tool for

monitoring both results and resources across the partner states.”

The use of regional database and scorecard to monitor key indicators scaled from regional level to national and sub-national level within the

bloc. For example, Kenya implemented scorecard at the national and sub-national level for MCH with technical assistance from its neighbouring

countries. In addition, Burundi was supported by EAC and UiO to reconfigure its HMIS and use DHIS2 ensuring sustainable integration with the

regional database (Figure 2).

The use of the regional scorecard also scaled horizontally to other neighbouring regional blocs. For example, the Southern African Develop-

ment Community (SADC) reached out to the EAC and expressed their interests to deploy similar strategies in addressing the Sexual and Repro-

ductive Health and Rights (SRHS) in the region. This resulted in UiO and EAC working together to assist SADC in developing framework towards

the use of regional scorecard.

F IGURE 2 EAC regional scorecard. Retrieved from https://healthdata.eac.int
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5 | ANALYSIS

In the following section, I analyse the study through the three phases: standardisation, evolving and stabilisation identifying the forms of institu-

tional work and the emergence of novel shared ICT capabilities facilitating the process of weaving alliances in the context of fragmented HIS.

5.1 | Standardisation phase

The introduction of the regional database and indicators required new alliances to be formed and existing strengthened. Kale and Singh (2009)

identified the initial phase as mostly characterised by selection or identification of partnership and their potentials which might have a positive

influence on alliance formation and performance. The initial assessment conducted to all partner states highlighted disparity among partner states

at different levels, for example, data collection tools, existing infrastructures and available resources. The diversity of resources and skills provided

a space whereby actor could form collaboration by sharing knowledge and skills. However, forging such alliances required harmonisation work to

align stakeholders with diverse interests (Braa et al., 2007). For example, the officials from the EAC health department together with the UiO team

worked closely with partner states and iteratively negotiated the list of indicators to be used for monitoring performance at the regional level.

The process, while intensive and challenging, allowed for reaching consensus among competing interests. For example, an agreement of using a

proxy indicator which captured deliveries in the health facilities instead of the recommended deliveries by the skilled attendant illustrates the

importance of accommodating competing interests from multi-stakeholders in the process of realising a shared goal.

More importantly, in the standardisation phase, the actors engaged with the technical experts and other resourceful implementing partners

from partner states in extracting the necessary information in the design and development of the regional database. The use of physical meeting

complemented with other means of communication and iterative participatory design helped bridge the knowledge gap among stakeholders. The

objective was to establish a common and shared understanding among stakeholders not necessarily having the same goals. Braa et al. (2004)

characterised this process as “intense process of action” and “time-consuming and incremental process” requiring tinkering and knowledgeable

actors (Lawrence et al., 2011).

Managing exceptions was another form of institutional work engaged by the actors in facilitating buy-in from all participating stakeholders.

Reaching unanimous decisions was essential in order to proceed to the following activities. When it was not possible to have unanimous deci-

sions, additional efforts were undertaken. For example, a special meeting was arranged to incorporate views from one country after their dele-

gates failed to secure permission to attend a regional working session for the designing of the regional database. This aspect illustrates how

actors need to be sensitive in handling diverse stakeholders during the standardisation process. As one national technical expert elaborates in an

interview.

“Collaboration enhances innovation and progress…it provides a common direction and encourages lower-performing countries to

step up”.

Undermining existing structures is another form of institutional work used by the actors in the standardisation phase. The partner states had

guidelines and policies for managing and monitoring the health sector, such as national indicator list with targets and baselines. However, in the

process of implementing the regional database and scorecard, existing reporting formats, regulations and policies at the national level were under-

mined while new ones introduced, allowing for collaboration among partner states.

During the standardisation phases, the regional database prototypes and harmonised indicators were observed to anchor shared interests

from stakeholders and facilitate in aligning them. As they emerge, they both allowed accommodation of multiple views from diverse stakeholders

while facilitating mutual learning and information sharing. For example, the regional database prototypes allowed users to understand the signifi-

cance of requested data and how they will be visualised through maps and charts beyond their borders while the design team could receive feed-

back from users and understand nuances of local information use. Similarly, through the comparison of the indicator collected by each partner

state, members could identify gaps within national systems from the “gold” standards prompting them to engage in internal discussions for future

improvement in their national systems.

5.2 | Evolving phase

Hughes (1994) argues that, if not sustained, the momentum achieved in the introduction of systems might be broken and lost, causing the imple-

mentation to wane and fail. This suggests that actors should be open and aware of new opportunities for sustaining the initial generated momen-

tum (Hughes, 1994; Kale & Singh, 2009). The study illustrates actors engaged in repositioning as a form of institutional work: forming new

alliances which were not foreseen in the beginning. Actors were open to new opportunities and engaged them when they emerge, resulting in
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taking new direction while maintaining the initial goals. For example, the implementation of the regional scorecard presented a new avenue for

forging alliance with new stakeholders such as policymakers. Through the interaction with high-level managers and policymakers, the use of

regional database and scorecard across partner states was strengthened with new opportunities emerging. In addition, the forged alliances facili-

tate the integration of the regional tools into the regional and national routines, sustaining earlier generated momentum.

Another form of institutional work engaged by actors in this phase was advocacy. Raising awareness through information dissemination and

continuous engagement with stakeholders in meeting and workshops were predominantly observed during the evolving phase. Parallel with

weaving new alliances, continuous training and capacity building sessions were conducted, attracting attention towards the initiative and encour-

aged other stakeholders to join in. For example, actors presented in the regional and country workshops, conferences and meeting facilitating the

dissemination of information and sharing of knowledge acquired in the previous phase.

The use of dashboard and scorecard emerged as the shared ICT capabilities among stakeholders facilitating the integration process among

fragmented HIS. The emerged shared ICT capabilities provided means for communicating performance and highlighting areas which required

immediate attention. For example, the ministers and members of parliament committed to providing more resources towards improving MCH

after viewing their countries performance through the regional scorecard.

5.3 | Stabilisation phase

In the stabilisation phase, scaling work takes place with the formed alliances reinforcing themselves while pulling in new stakeholders. Project scal-

ing in both directions, that is, horizontally and vertically, is observed. Horizontally, the project expanded to include indicators from other health

programmes, such as HIV, STI, TB and other departments such as finance and human resource. Similarly, the regional scorecard was recognised as

an integrated regional health monitoring tool no longer a monitoring tool for only one health programme. This underlines the strategic approach

of first weaving alliances which are “low hanging fruits” in terms of being both useful and easy to achieve with the hindsight of extending them in

the future. Vertically, the development and use of scorecard and dashboards to monitor organisational performance trickled down to the national

and sub-national level in the partner states.

Embedding and routinising was another form of institutional work engaged by the actors to ensure introduced structures persists through time.

Jepperson (1991) argues that even for a highly institutional phenomenon such as democracy in western countries, there is a need for placing

social structures to ensure their reproduction. Establishment of guidelines and policy at the regional level ensured the sustainability of the regional

database and scorecard and provided guidance when new members joined the community. By routinising the practices in the organisation, the

use of the system continued over time, creating an enduring element (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). Resource commitment, high level of trust and

ownership, and endorsement from political and high-level managers are some of the elements observed in this phase, signifying a strong buy-in

within and across organisations. Organisational actors, who once were passive, took a central role in promoting the system seeking new alliances.

For example, officials from EAC, once passive in the project, took the central role in promoting the regional tools such as presenting them to other

regional blocs.

In this phase, the use of the regional dashboards and scorecard continued as novel shared ICT, facilitating the legitimacy of the implemented

system. Implementing actors continued to use them in disseminating the progress made within the bloc and to other stakeholders outside the bloc

opening up for opportunities to forge new alliances while strengthening the existing ones. For example, SADC was made aware and started similar

initiative using existing skills and experience from neighbouring regional bloc and UiO.

6 | DISCUSSION

6.1 | Conceptualising weaving alliances in HIS

In this study, a process model is developed describing the process of weaving alliances unfolding through three phases: standardisation, evolving

and stabilisation. The implementation of the regional database to monitor key indicators among partner states required forging of new alliance

and strengthening existing ones. Through the study, several alliances were formed with others being more prominent in certain phases. However,

the alliances between partner states remained as the backbone of the regional database implementation. The coming together of partner states

to address common challenges in improving MCH care problematise the need for a regional database which in turn initiated the process of weav-

ing alliances among partner states. With each phase of weaving alliances, different forms of institutional work are observed taking place within an

institutional context, shaped by existing structures. The model of weaving alliances highlights the set of activities engaged by actors at the begin-

ning of the project are not necessarily the same required in maintaining or scaling the project. However, with each phase, actors build on the work

performed in the previous phase. Importantly, the model illustrates the need to identify and engage key stakeholders in each phase. For example,

forming alliances with the technical team and engaging them to develop a working solution provided a space for mutual learning to occur and
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knowledge sharing in the first phase. Similarly, involving decision-makers in the follow-up phases proved to be a strategic approach for generating

momentum necessary to sustain the implementation of the regional database.

The study illustrates how actors with limited power to influence top-down decisions, working together to establish a network influencing

others to join and participate. As the network of alliances increased, the agency of the network became more visible, prompting other stake-

holders to join in such as the TB, STI and HIV health programmes. The scaling of the tools enabled their use and production to continue even

when funding challenges emerged. Importantly, the study highlights the need to understand the social and technical skills necessary by the actors

to form associations, construct normative meaning systems and advocate for new structures turning an individual institutional work into collective

institutional work. This provides valuable insights on how certain solutions can mature in a volatile environment and the dynamics behind them

(Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006).

Jepperson (1991) argues that some amount of work by individuals or a group of actors is required to maintain and bolster even highly institu-

tional structures. Initially, the phases in weaving alliances started as sequential with standardisation as a necessary first phase, followed by evolv-

ing and stabilisation. However, as the project progresses and accommodates new stakeholders, previous phases are revisited. For example, the

integration of new health programmes in the regional database required revisiting the standardisation phases by the implementing actors. Simi-

larly, the stabilisation phase does not necessarily indicate the final phase in the process of weaving alliance; rather, new phases might emerge,

potentially characterised as evolving phases followed by another stabilisation phase as actors continue to engage in new and existing forms of

institutional work to reposition their interests against emerging alliances or pressures. Figure 3 below schematically describes the

conceptualisation of weaving alliance related to the implementation of HIS in developing countries. The forward arrows illustrate the initial transi-

tion of phases from standardisation to stabilisation and the feedback arrow illustrated the iterative and non-linear nature of the phases as earlier

decisions are revisited. For example, accommodating new health programmes and new partner states in the project required revisiting earlier

phases such as the standardisation phase.

6.2 | Shared ICT capabilities as a niche for integration

The study makes another contribution by providing detailed insights on how actors discursively established a shared understanding among stake-

holders in a landscape characterised by information systems fragmentation and limited coordination. Through the three phases, the regional data-

base prototypes, indicators, dashboard and scorecard were used and become the shared ICT capabilities, providing a common platform for

diverse stakeholders to engage in dialogue during the integration process.

Importantly, the study highlights how the shared ICT capabilities emerge and evolve over time and space, engaging different stakeholders

and requiring different approaches. For example, the use of participatory design and iterative discussions proved essential for the emergence of

shared ICT capabilities, such as the use of regional scorecard. Furthermore, the shared ICT capabilities anchored interests and actively engage

stakeholders in discussions, resulting in common consensus among competing interests. For example, opting to use the deliveries in the health

facility indicator allowed all members to participate in the discussions while encouraging them to harmonise their national systems. In the latter

phases, the dashboards and scorecards were central in communicating and relaying information to high-level managers on the regional and

national performance and areas requiring an immediate attention, prompting for commitment to be made and resources to be allocated.

Braa et al. (2007) highlight how shared ICT capabilities evolve from a new standard into a system of standards and emphasise the need for

crafting them to be adaptive to the local context. Similarly, our study provides insight on how the shared ICT capabilities evolved, shaping the dis-

course among stakeholders while being shaped by local knowledge allowing for new alliances to be formed and existing ones strengthened. In

F IGURE 3 Conceptual model for weaving alliances in HIS implementation
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particular, the shared ICT capabilities played a central role as both goals, object and outcome, facilitating the institutional work of weaving alliance

among stakeholders with diverse interests. With several contested interests emerging in the pursuit of establishing the regional database, shared

ICT capabilities such as the use of dashboards and scorecard emerged, linking together contested interests and providing a dialogue among

diverse stakeholders.

I compare the emergence of shared ICT capabilities as the tip of an iceberg, visible and anchoring interests from all member states; however,

obscuring them to the ongoing, intensive, dynamic interactions and activities of harmonising and integrating with national systems. Similarly, the

use of flexible information technologies (such as DHIS2 for this study) allowed for accommodation of new stakeholders and their interests. For

example, new indicators were added seamlessly into the regional database and scorecard when new stakeholders joined, such as a new country

or health programme.

7 | CONCLUSION

This study aimed at establishing a better understanding of the processes of weaving alliances in the context of HIS implementation. A process

model has been developed, which illustrates how weaving alliance unfolds through three phases: standardisation, evolving, and stabilisation. The

discussion provides insight into the different forms of institutional work and the emergence of shared ICT capabilities in weaving alliances. Previ-

ous research emphasises the importance of establishing networks, which allows for learning and sharing experience, thereby producing sustain-

able solutions (Braa et al., 2004; Kaasbøll et al., 2019). This study extends these arguments by providing a holistic perspective of weaving alliances

in a fragmented context.

Practically, the study offers practitioners insights into the process of weaving alliance in introducing and sustaining ICT4D solutions in devel-

oping countries. Furthermore, it illustrates how shared ICT capabilities, such as regional dashboards and scorecards, can be used to maintain a

continuous discourse among stakeholders in a fragmented HIS landscape. The study has some limitation which I hope can inspire future research.

First, the study has illustrated the usefulness of the framework in the context of EAC, and HIS; thus, requiring further research to show its value

in other context and platforms. Specifically, it would be interesting to explore the framework progress following the stabilisation phase. Another

area of research interest is of understanding the nature and characteristics of innovations or potential challenges in initiating the process of weav-

ing alliances in HIS context.
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ENDNOTE
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after the initial adoption phase (Wang & Swanson, 2008).
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